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Editor’s Note
A
n anniversary is always a joyous occasion of
celebration and jubilation. So it should be for
us on this 150th anniversary.  It is also a time
for reflection of our humble beginnings and
for us to rededicate ourselves to the core object
of the Club, i.e. to promote horseracing. The prevailing
conditions, sad to say are less than conducive compared
to the time horseracing held sway in Penang’s social life.
When we last celebrated our last anniversary (130th)
twenty years ago, it seemed to belong to another era.  
It was a time when all the horses of the four turf clubs
rotated and competed at the different venues every
fortnight. There was more colour and excitement then
with many foreign trainers and stakes winning jockeys
on the race track. The crowds were massive on race
afternoons at all the turf clubs and it was havoc on the
roads leading to the clubs. Today, the scenario is totally
different. Horseracing is under siege and operating
under an air of despondency with noticeable falling
attendances and turnover. We are fighting for our
survival as we are left to fend for ourselves without the
traditional support from the industry players following
the renunciation of the totalisator agreements by the
authorised agent, Pan Malaysian Pools. The clubs are
presently pursuing their respective claims against
Pan Malaysian Pools in the courts and the outcome
will not be known for some time to come. The
very existence of the Malayan Racing Association
is now in jeopardy as some of the longstanding
arrangements of co-operation for mutual benefit
may soon be ended. The light at the end of the tunnel
is getting dimmer and dimmer by the day as
there is virtually no will by the Clubs
to address the racing industry’s
predicament.
The Committee made
a commitment following
the sale of part of the
Club’s property to fund
horseracing and to keep
it afloat. Alas, our foray
to resuscitate horseracing
is no longer viable nor
sustainable without further
depleting our reserves.
Hence, to go forward on
an even keel, we have no

choice but to take drastic measures to cut expenditure
by reducing race meetings and stakesmonies for the
remaining racing season and for the ensuing year.
The measures taken will have a long term effect and
consequence that will impact horseracing for the
future but it had to be carried out. It is a well-known
fact money earned from the racing industry through
betting, supports thoroughbred racing and other
equestrian sports in the country.
On this anniversary year, we successfully staged
the RM300,000 Anniversary Cup in June and the
RM500,000 Sprint Trophy with a bonus of RM120,000
to the winning connections in August as the show
must go on for Penang Turf Club. The Anniversary
and Sprint Trophy Meetings attracted many wellknown names to the Club such as Adam Sangster from
Swettenham Stud, Mark Rowsthorn from Woodside
Park Stud, Robert Scarborough, Chairman of Moonee
Valley Racing Club and many others from various
countries.
We will wrap up our Anniversary celebrations with
the distribution of a commemorative gold medallion
to every member and a grand annual dinner in
conjunction with the running of the Gold Cup race in
December.

Study Trip to Horses First
Racing & Doncaster
Bloodstock Sale,
England
17th – 26th April 2014

17th April 2014, Thursday
Day 1:

England here we come!
Penang-Singapore-London

We group in front of the Silk Air check-in counter at the Penang International Airport, all
buzzing with chatter and excitement. After months of careful planning and coordination, we
stand on the cusp of a ten-day trip to the land of Yorkshire puddings, bangers and mash,
English tea and scones!
The group of forty five Ordinary Members and Staff were led by Committee Members
Dato Seri Teh Choon Beng, John Alexander Rodgers, Dato Dr. Chong Keat Foong, Dato Dr.
Henry Ooi, Saw Lip Khai and Teoh Mei Shean. General Manager and Secretary of the Club,
Leow Khin Ming, was at the airport to send us off.
After a stopover at Singapore’s Changi Airport and 13 hours later, we landed safely on
to the tarmac of London Heathrow Airport, 7:48pm local time to be precise. The cool, crisp
London air greeted us, a refreshing reminder that we have left the humidity and stifling heat
of the tropics behind. On hand to receive us at the airport were our tour guides – Ming Yang
and Catherine. Catherine’s mission was to ensure that our trip is as English as can be!
We checked into the Holiday Inn on Regents Park to retire for the night.
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18th April 2014, Friday
Day 2:

London in all its glory!
Rise and shine! Leave jetlag aside!

The classic English breakfast is definitely the best antidote
for jetlag. Any signs of lethargy that may have been felt were
quickly dispelled as we indulged in generous servings of
bacon and eggs, black puddings, mushrooms, hash browns,
waffles, toasts and fresh coffee at the breakfast buffet. We
heartily fuelled up and set out on our tour of London.
Our first stop was Albert Memorial, at Kensington
Gardens, north of the Royal Albert Hall. Photo opportunities
were aplenty as we snapped away at the ornate memorial
and its postcard-perfect surroundings of lush greens and
flowers in full bloom. A  quick tour on coach to the Houses
of Parliament and Big Ben followed after which we headed
towards Buckingham Palace. And, as no trip to this historically
rich city can be considered complete without witnessing the
changing of guards, we promptly joined the scores of tourists
outside of the Palace to do so. Although it may not be the first
time for some of us, the precisely coordinated handover of
duties by the Palace guards never failed to impress.
Then off we went to Bayswater, one of London’s most
cosmopolitan areas, within the City of Westminster and the

Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea, where it is famed
for its varied restaurants and bars. There, at the Royal China
Restaurant, we had steaming hot dim-sum delights for lunch.
With tummies filled and jetlag looming once again, we
were kept awake with more sight-seeing on coach as we
made our way to the Tower of London, across the iconic
Tower Bridge which is often mistaken as the London Bridge.
The Tower of London, an imposing fortress with many
layers of history, is a UNESCO World Heritage Site since
1988. It is situated in the north bank of the River Thames in
central London where it serves as an armoury, a treasury,
a menagerie, the home of the Royal Mint, a public records
office, and the home of the Crown Jewels of the United
Kingdom.
To be able to view royal memorabilia and precious jewels
up-close, separated only by glass (alarmed and protected of
course) was definitely an amazing experience worth the half
hour queue out in the cold.
We then returned to the hotel to freshen up before
heading out again for another round of oriental delicacies.
Dinner at the stylish Pearl Liang Restaurant, located in the
heart of Paddington was memorably scrumptious, especially
the Lobster Noodles. Yums!
We ended the day tired but happy, all looking forward to
what London has in store for us the next day.
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Dato Seri Teh Choon Beng and his team at the Doncaster Sale on 24th April, 2014

19th April 2014, Saturday
Day 3:

Off to the races!

The Penang Turf Club committee members and their spouses
left London for Bath today. It was the first season of the races
at Bath Racecourse at Lansdown, a suburb of the World
Heritage City of Bath. They were due to meet up with Dato
Seri Teh Choon Beng who had earlier visited Newsells Park
Stud and the Newmarket Craven Sale with an old friend,
acclaimed horse racing artist, James Power. At the Newsells
Park Stud, Dato Seri Teh was impressed with sprinter,
Equiano, King of Speed. His trademark blistering speed made
him one of only two sprinters in the last 75 years to have won
the prestigious Gr.1 King’s Stand Stakes on more than one
occasion. Subsequently, at the Newmarket Craven Sale, the
Club successfully bought for its horse owners Lot 148, a bay
colt by Equiano out of Merle for GBP70,000 and Lot 56, a bay
colt by Kyllachy out of Atnab for GBP55,000.
Upon arrival at Bath Racecourse, the group was warmly
welcomed by the racecourse’s Commercial Executive, Maddie
Difazio-Wright, who ushered them to a box strategically
overlooking the winning post.
The twilight races which commenced at 4:55pm got the
support of all Committee members who placed their bets
on race favourite, Noble Protector which duly emerged as the
winner. Needless to say, it was a great start to their day at
the races.
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Committee member, Saw Lip Khai was also invited for
the prize presentation ceremony for the third race, which
was won by Fear Or Favour, ridden by jockey Ryan Tate and
trained by Clive Cox.
Difazio-Wright then extended a typically warm English
hospitality to our delegates by accompanying them on a
visit to the paddock. Much to the delight of Dato Seri Teh
Choon Beng, it was like a reunion with old friends and
“racing buddies” from his golden era as a trainer as many
still recognised his statuesque demeanour and warm smile.
To wrap up a perfect day at the races, they enjoyed a
buffet dinner at the racecourse.
As for the rest of the group back in the city, the magnetic
draw of Oxford Street proved overpowering, as many were
invariably drawn towards Europe’s busiest shopping street,
offering an unrivalled shopping experience. It was a freeand-easy day for the group, and those who had friends and
family in London also took the opportunity to catch up, while
the rest toured the city on their own.
London is undeniably an amalgamation of the past and
the present, a culturally rich city blessed with so many places
of attraction that one couldn’t possibly see them all on a short
visit.

Club News

20th April 2014, Sunday
Day 4:

An English Easter Sunday

We were all set to continue our journey today, heading West
towards Bath, a city in Somerset, South West of England.
As for the group who was already in Bath, they embarked
on a road trip to the Manton House Estate on the outskirts of
Marlborough, Wiltshire County – about an hour and a half’s
drive from Bath.
It was truly an incredible experience to spend Easter
Sunday on this quintessential English Estate, owned by the
Sangster family. Guy Sangster, the estate owner, personally
hosted the group to some traditional English tea upon their
arrival, before their tour of the 2,200-acre picturesque estate.
Another highlight of the visit to Manton House Estate
was an introduction to Brian Meehan, one of Britain’s most
successful international horse trainers. Meehan, who is the
residential trainer at Manton House, personally led the tour
of the estate’s training centre, together with Sangster.
The group was shown Manton’s stabling facilities which
can accommodate up to 180 horses, with the oldest stables
known as the Old Yard, built in the late 19th century. The Old
Yard’s 29 boxes are still part of the original Manton, exuding
stately old world charm.
Among its expansive land, the property boasts four grass
gallops, known as the Clatford Gallop, Barton Gallop, Derby
Gallop and Valley Gallop – all with various distances and
utilised at different times of the year. Apart from that, it also
houses three horse walkers, two sand rings, a lunge ring, a
swimming pool as well as a solarium, all for the benefit of
horse training.
Touring the vast property worked up an appetite for the
group who was then hosted to a traditional Easter Sunday
lunch by Sangster at The Outside Chance, a cosy pub in
Manton which he also owns. After lunch, they set off on their
journey towards Bath, to meet up with the rest of the group.
Meanwhile in London, we checked out from the Holiday

Inn and set out on a two hour journey towards Bath, but
first, stopping by Stonehenge, one of the most famous sites
in the world and the best-known prehistoric monument in
Europe. According to our tour guide Catherine, every time
she visits the iconic rocks, it never fails to rain! And true
enough, showers greeted us upon arrival followed by gushes
of biting wind. A few in the group decided to give the tour
a miss, sensibly cocooned within the warm confines of the
newly built Visitor’s Centre, while most of us braved the
elements, all wrapped up, with brollies in hand. Although
wet and cold, the experience rocked and definitely gets a tick
off my bucket list!
From Amesbury, where the Stonehenge was located,
we made our way towards the country town of Bradfordon-Avon, to the Old Manor Hotel, which dates back to the
1500s. There, in the midst of old-world charm and quirky
decorations, we had our first traditional Sunday roast
lunch. There was certainly no better experience to spend
Easter Sunday than in typical English fashion, as if we were
transported back in time.
We then continued our journey towards Bath, where more
rain greeted us. Oh English weather, thou art unpredictable!
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21st April 2014, Monday
Day 5:

Bath, Bicester and
Horses First Racing

Sunrise in Bath is by far one of the most captivating of sights
of this trip. A quaint little city in Somerset, it has a population
of less than 100,000 and is the only destination in the UK to
have the whole city designated a World Heritage site by
UNESCO (since 1987).
The best way to explore Bath is by foot and we duly set
out from the Hilton after breakfast and did a walking tour,
heading towards the more than two centuries old Pulteney
Bridge, which straddles the River Avon. The bridge is famed
to be one of only four bridges in the world to have shops
across its full span on both sides.
From the bridge, we took a stroll towards the heart of
the city, to its star attraction, the Roman Baths. Constructed
around 70AD  as a grand bathing and socialising complex,
it is now one of the best preserved Roman remains in the
world. Walking on the same ancient cobbled pathways the
Romans did some 2,000 years ago, we were immediately
thrown back in time as we explored the extensive
ruins and treasures hidden within.
Bicester Shopping Village came next on the
itinerary as we scurried onto the waiting coach
with enthusiasm. From ancient ruins, we were
immediately transported into a world of modern
sophistication, where the pure pleasure of shopping
meets designer labels at reduced price tags! What is
not there to love about that? The euphoria from the
Amazing Race of Shopping was evident, judging
from the happy grins on the coach thereafter.
Whilst some of us toured Bath and shopped at
Bicester, committee members Dato Seri Teh Choon
Beng, John Alexander Rodgers, Dato Dr. Henry Ooi,
Saw Lip Khai and Teoh Mei Shean headed the group
of several members and staff to Horses First Racing,
home of Flying Bear, a horse part-owned by Penang
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Turf Club. Based in Sutton Veny, Southwest of Wiltshire, and
approximately 45 minutes from Bath, Horses First Racing
is a top-class training facility run by Eamonn Wilmott and
trainer Jeremy Gask. Both of them were on hand to welcome
the group and show them around the 160-acre property.
The impressive facility encompasses two miles of private
all weather fibre-sand gallops, a Seawalker, a high-speed
equine treadmill, a Vitafloor, two large walkers as well
as indoor and outdoor schools. Gask personally trains all
the horses at the yard, and there are currently 60 horses in
training.
Much to the amusement of the PNTC  delegates, Flying
Bear was brought to the track for morning gallops and the
group watched with great interest. How delightful to watch
our very own horse in action!
After the tour, Wilmott and his wife, Oriana together with
Gask and his wife, Kerrie hosted the group to a delectable
buffet luncheon held at the Owners’ Enclosure.
The entire group met up again for dinner at Bath’s awardwinning Indian restaurant, The Mint Room; where flavourful
dishes certainly packed a wallop to our palates, before
retiring for our last night in this beautiful city.

Club News

22nd April 2014, Tuesday
Day 6:

To be, or not to be…

Everyone was in a jovial mood as we assembled
at the hotel lobby and prepared for our two-hour
journey North East to Stratford-upon-Avon, the
birthplace of William Shakespeare. As its name
suggests, Stratford is a market town which lies
on the River Avon, steeped in culture and history.
Our first stop was a restored 16th-century
half-timbered house situated in Henley Street,
where it is believed William Shakespeare was
born and spent his childhood years. We were
captivated by the intricately decorated house
with period domestic furnishings, which tend to
be relatively simple.
It was pretty exciting to be walking through the home of a
man widely regarded as the world’s greatest writer in English
language. Most of us would have read his timeless words at some
point in our lives and we had just as much fun at the gift shop,
bringing home with us some memento of the Eternal Bard.
To complete our “literary tour” of Stratford-upon-Avon, we
popped over to Anne Hathaway’s Cottage located at Shottery,
some 10 minutes away. Anne Hathaway was the wife of William
Shakespeare, yet very little is known about her.  We were ushered
on a brief guided tour of what was assumed to be the cottage she
grew up in.
After an entire morning of travelling and immersing ourselves
in English literary history, our growling tummies were demanding
for some fine English cuisine. A private lunch for the group was
booked at Marlowe’s Restaurant, reputed to be a ‘hidden gem’
offering a great menu served with traditional English hospitality.
After lunch, we continued our journey northwards to York,
where we stayed for two nights at the Novotel York Hotel.
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23rd April 2014, Wednesday
Day 7:

Lake Windermere

The highlight of the trip was of course,
The Doncaster Bloodstock Sales.
Starting off early in the morning,
committee members Dato Seri Teh
Choon Beng, John Alexander Rodgers
and Saw Lip Khai headed a small group
of members and staff to the Doncaster
Bloodstock Sales Complex to watch the
day’s Breeze Up starting at 10:00am.
James Power accompanied the
group to the stables to view the horses
that were catalogued for the following
day’s sales. It was a great time for
inspection as well as to catch up before
the group returned to York in the
evening.
Meanwhile, the other group took
on another literary adventure about
three hours away, towards Lake
District, also commonly known as
The Lakes – a mountainous region in
North West England. The first stop
there was Hill Top House, once the
home of renowned children’s author
and illustrator Beatrix Potter, who was
also a notable figure in creating the
National Trust. In bequeathing Hill
Top to the Trust, Potter’s requirements
were that the 17th-century farmhouse
and garden be preserved just as they
were. Wandering around the property,
one could almost sense The World of
Peter Rabbit and friends come alive in
the grounds!
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From there, taking cue from hunger
pangs, we proceeded to a quick lunch
at The Grey Walls, a traditional English
pub in the Windermere town centre.
No trip to The Lakes is complete
without a cruise on Lake Windermere
– England’s largest lake. We boarded
The Teal with much enthusiasm,
some braving the cold on the open
upper deck while many opted for the
warm and cosy indoor seating at the
lower deck. To describe the view as
picturesque will be an understatement.
It was truly breathtaking and aweinspiring, an unforgettable cruise along
one of nature’s wonder.
After a long day at play, the ride
back into York yielded a few discordant
snores as many took the opportunity to
catch forty winks.
Thereafter, we regrouped and
shared our experiences for the day as
we headed enthusiastically towards
Jamie’s Italian. Yes, many TV  buffs
amongst us will instantly recognise the
name Jamie Oliver, British celebrity
chef, popularly known as The Naked
Chef in his early days. Food was
as rustic as seen on TV, while the
atmosphere was simply funky!
With another long day ahead, we
retired early.

Club News

24th April 2014, Thursday
Day 8:

The Doncaster Bloodstock Sales

Day two of sales saw the committee members, several
members and staff heading off early once again to The
Doncaster Bloodstock Sales (DBS). It was their last chance
to carefully inspect the final selection of horses before the
Breeze Up at 10:00am, and every minute was precious. Katie
Farnsworth, DBS Bloodstock Executive played host to the
group and escorted them to a Private Box at Level 1 where
bidders can have a fine view of the horses parading for sale.
After a long day at the sales, the Penang Turf Club
successfully bought for its horse owners, Lot 67, a chestnut
colt by Tagula out of Tofana for GBP50,000 and Lot 177, a bay
colt by Dutch Art out of Mary Goodnight from Oak Tree Farm
for GBP190,000.
Back in York, the rest of the group had a pretty easy day
discovering the walled city. Blessed with clear skies and cool
breeze, the weather was simply perfect! We started the day
by exploring the York Minster, one of the largest cathedrals in
Northern Europe, and thereafter enjoyed a leisurely stroll on
our own at The Shambles. Paved with cobblestone streets and
overhanging timber-framed buildings, it was once a meat
market which dates back as far as the 14th century. It is easy
to get lost wandering and shopping in the medieval streets of
The Shambles, and indeed, many of us did.
Lunch was a superb spread of Spanish tapas at La Tasca
Restaurant in the heart of the city. Paired with Sangria, our
meal on the roof terrace of the restaurant was very relaxing
and enjoyable. Oh, what perfect ending to our stay at York!
Our final road trip was about an hour and a half away.

Home of the Manchester United Football Club
(MUFC), the city of Manchester greeted us with
showers upon arrival. We checked into the Double
Tree by Hilton and with less than two hours to
spare, there was no chance to make a quick dash
to the famed Old Trafford (too bad for Red Devils’
fans!), so some of us rested, while others wandered
to shops and cafes nearby.
We were then joined by the rest of the group for a farewell
dinner at the Chaophraya Thai Restaurant. After more than
a week away from home, it was comforting to finally enjoy
a cuisine close to home. Though weary from a long trip, we
still managed to inject much merriment into our last night
together.

25th April 2014, Friday
Day 9:

Time flies when you are having fun!

Indeed, time flies. Before we realised it, we were checked in
and boarding our flights home. It was time to say goodbye
to England! Undeniably, the trip had been very successful
both in promoting the image of Penang Turf Club and
strengthening racing ties with our English counterparts. As
for the tour, all members were most contented that it was
carefully planned and perfectly executed.
We landed safely at the Penang International Airport after
13 hours. Though physically exhausted, it was happy smiles
and warm goodbyes that were exchanged as we parted ways.
It was indeed a wonderful trip! We fostered relationships,
made new friends, bought horses and souvenirs; but most
of all, our sincere gratitude
to our English friends who
had shown us astounding
hospitality and warmth by
being such splendid hosts.
That was most memorable in a
truly unforgettable trip.
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Macau

with Love
A gift from Macau Jockey Club
to mark Club’s 150th anniversary
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The presentation of a gift to the Penang Turf Club to marks its
150th anniversary by Thomas Li, Executive Director and Chief
Executive of Macau Jockey Club was the highlight of a welcome
dinner to mark this year’s running of the Swettenham Stud
Sprint Trophy in Penang on August 15, 2014.
More than 300 guests, including 100 from Australia, New
Zealand, Japan, Macau, Singapore, United Kingdom and
Thailand, graced the event.
Among the overseas guests was Adam Sangster, proprietor
of the world-renown Swettenham Stud, Australia, which is
sponsoring the Sprint Trophy for the first time this year.  Also
present was Mark Rowsthorn, proprietor of Woodside Park
Stud who sponsored a race.  Other distinguished guests include
Robert Scarborough, Chairman of Moonee Valley Racing Club
and General Chamlong Boongrapue of Royal Turf Club of
Thailand and their contingents.
Guests were treated to a performance by One Malaysia
Production, showcasing a potpourri of dances representing the
diversity of the country and distinctive of the Malaysian culture.

Photo Gallery
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PNTC’s delegates at the Opening Ceremony of the 35th ARC.
Left to right: Committee Member Dato’ Dr Henry Ooi Kwee Lim,
Datin Catherina Ooi, Mrs. Rosalind Rodgers, Committee Member
Mr. John Alexander Rodgers, Committee Member Mr. Lee Kean Teong,
Mrs. Lindy Lee and Assistant Club Secretary Ms. Goh Su Yen

Customer –

Connect, Compete, Create
Hong Kong welcomes the world at the 35th Asian Racing Conference in
May 2014. Penang Turf Club Assistant Club Secretary Goh Su Yen files the
following report for Front Runner

T

he 35th Asian Racing Conference (ARC) kicked off with the HKD12,000,000 Champions
Mile, a Group 1 1600 metres international race at Shatin racecourse on May 4 2014.
The two-time South African Horse of the Year, Variety Club (Var – La Massine) did not
disappoint with its stellar record of 16 wins and five placings from 22 starts, as it
shattered the local domination of Group 1 Hong Kong horses with a stunning victory.
The Mike de Kock-trained South African champion won by four lengths ahead of Able Friend
(Shamardal – Ponte Piccolo) and favourite Dan Excel (Shamardal – Love Excelling).
The following day was the Opening Ceremony attended by over 800 participants from
43 regions at the award-winning world class Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre
(HKCEC) at Wanchai. The Chief Executive of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
(HKSAR), the Honorable Leung Chun-Ying struck a ceremonial gong to signal the start of
the 35th Asian Racing Conference during a stunning Opening Ceremony and Gala Dinner.
The Hong Kong community was well represented during the evening as guests were
entertained by a local children’s community choir, an energetic, flag-waving representation
from Shaolin Kung Fu and a performance by musicians from the HKJC Scholarship Scheme.
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Scan this for video
highlights of the
Opening Ceremony
of the 35th Asian
Racing Conference.
Video is courtesy of HKJC
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The Penang Turf Club sent a delegation comprising
Committee Members, Messrs. John Alexander Rodgers,
Lee Kean Teong and Dato’ Dr. Henry Ooi Kwee Lim, who
attended the seminars, races and social events.  
This is the third occasion that the Hong Kong Jockey
Club (HKJC) has played host for the ARC, the first in 1978
followed by another in 1991. The year 2014 also marks the
130th anniversary of the Hong Kong Jockey Club.
“The ARC  is now the largest racing conference in the
world and is no longer just a regional gathering but is now
one of the major forums and marketplaces for ideas for the
racing industry worldwide,” said Asian Racing Federation
chairman Dr. Koji Sato in his opening remarks.
“It is very befitting that the ARC is
being held here in Hong Kong,” said
Dr. Koji Sato, also the Japan Racing
Association’s presidential counselor
for foreign affairs. “Hong Kong is one
of the leading racing jurisdictions in
the world. It is a global giant in terms
of its wagering operations, it stages
spectacular
international
racing
events and it has a highly respected
role as a major contributor to charity
and to the community.
The core theme of the 35th ARC is
on the customer. This is synonymous
also with HKJC’s business focus as
highlighted in the Welcome Message
of the Chairman of HKJC, Mr. T Brian
Stevenson. In line with this theme, the meeting focused on
the three facets of racing’s relationship with its Customers –
Connect, Compete, Create! The seminars featured topics such
as the future landscape of wagering, the use of cutting edge
technology in sports broadcasting, the issue of drug control,
the community impact of racecourses and the international
movement of elite horses.
The International Federation Horseracing Authorities
(IFHA) executive council meeting on day one considered
major policy issues, including proposals on the international
harmonisation of anti-doping control, forensic testing
laboratory certification, and the genetic integrity of
Thoroughbreds. The council also reaffirmed its strong
support for the World Organisation for Animal Health
(OIE), with which it is working on issues concerning the
international movement of horses, including research into
equine influenza.
The 5th International Stewards’ Conference also convened
at Happy Valley Racecourse on the opening day of the Asian
Racing Conference. Chaired by Kim Kelly, the Hong Kong
Jockey Club’s chief stipendiary steward, the conference was

attended by 71 delegates representing 28 racing jurisdictions.
The May 5 session on ‘Racecourse Operations’ saw
HKJC  executives sharing their experience on a spectrum of
issues ranging from human resource operations of HKJC,
track management, broadcasting operations as well as
a presentation from Mr. Takaki Nagashima, JRA Chief
Race Starter. Ms. Christina Chan, HKJC’s Head of Human
Resource Operations shared with the participants “HKJC’s
talent management in terms of preparation of a dual-site
model as HKJC  will be running a dual-site horse training
centre both in Shatin and Chonghua, Guangzhou, China.”
(The horse training centre in Chonghua is expected to be
fully operational in the 2017/2018 season.)

Ms. Kiki Lau, HKJC’s Assistant Track Officer spoke on
Tracks: Sustainable Uses of Resources. Ms. Kiki Lau’s topic
concentrated on benefits of sustainable development in terms
of water, energy and materials management in relation to track
operation in our present world affected by global warming
and climate change, as well as HKJC’s commitment to the
community through its contribution towards sustainability.
She said, “In order to ensure the continuity of the racing
industry, there is a need to use our limited resources wisely.
Hence, there is a need to look for solutions to address these
needs before it becomes too late and too costly.”
Presenters at the May 6 session spoke of concern about
capturing and returning to horse racing a fair share of
revenue and data generated by wagering across all the new
betting platforms.
In England, for example, Mr. Paul Bittar, Chief Executive
of the British Horseracing Authority, said the levy imposed
on wagering operation in 1961 does not capture revenue
from “remote” wagering platforms, which have proliferated.
He also noted that the authority has no access to customer
information from remote markets other than from Betfair, the
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international alternative wagering company that voluntarily
signed a five-year agreement with British racing authorities.
Customer data, he said, is vital for many reasons, including
ensuring integrity.
Mr. Paul Bittar also added that English racing finds “a
very supportive government at the moment.” But he noted
that government support is for legislation that not only would
help the industry but also would extend the levy collection
to offshore operators, which would mean a 15 percent tax
on profits plus the levy, currently 10.75 percent. So even if
racing is not currently generating cash for the government
kitty, cooperation can be forthcoming.
The next speaker, Mr. Phillippe Germond, Chairman and
Chief Executive of PMU  in France, said French wagering is
doing well but faces challenges from saturation of the market
and competition from other forms of wagering authorised
four years ago. Mr. Phillipe Germond said if PMU  were
authorised to conduct other forms of gaming, it would do
so. He added, revenue from those sources “is also for the
horse racing industry.” Authorities from Australia and other
jurisdictions chimed in with similar thoughts.
Mr. Phillippe Germond continued to add that PMU  is

optimistic about getting authorisation to handle more forms
of gaming.
Mr. John Brumby, former Premier of the state of Victoria
in Australia, said racing has enjoyed bipartisan support
throughout several government turnovers and works closely
with state and national authorities on issues such as ensuring
that racing gets its fair share of wagering profits.
Mr. John Brumby noted that racing historically has been
an integral part of Australian culture. He said events like the
Spring Carnival, including the Melbourne Cup—‘the race
that stops a nation’ contribute not only financially but also
to the spirit and “liveability” of the city. That spirit, he said,
translates down to smaller communities that have the same
regard for their local carnivals and “Cup days.”  
It was noted that countries where racing is thriving and
producing a significant revenue stream for their governments
seem to be doing better than their more impoverished
brethren at getting their government’s cooperation in solving
their problems.
A panel on community involvement showed how racing
can go beyond generation of tax dollars to create partnerships
with the government.

Mr. T Brian Stevenson, Chairman of Hong Kong Jockey Club and Assistant Club Secretary, Goh Su Yen
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The Hong Kong Jockey Club, celebrating its 130th
birthday this year, is a not-for-profit corporation that plows
its substantial surpluses right back into the community. The
Club enlisted a government beneficiary, the Honourable
Matthew Cheung Kin-Chung, the Special Administrative
Region’s secretary for Labour and Welfare, to explain.
“Through tax revenue, the HKJC  is the government’s
major social partner,” Chung said. He elaborated, the HKJC 
is Hong Kong’s single largest taxpayer, coughing up HK$17.6
billion, 7.3% of total taxes collected each year and about onethird of government recurring spending for welfare during
the year. In addition, the club donates close to HK$1.9
billion a year to charitable causes, employs 24,000 people
and maintains a 1,000-member volunteer team that “lend a
gentle, human touch” to its social activities.  
“The HKJC is omnipresent in Hong Kong,” Chung said.
“It has weaved itself into the local fabric.”
Another area of interest to racing that will require some
government support is easing restrictions on international
movement of horses. A complex maze of national regulations
currently impedes or delays the flow of equine competitors,
in racing and other horse-related events.
“These movements are controlled by national veterinary
authorities,” said Mr. Brian Stewart, Head of Equine Welfare
and Veterinary Service for Racing Victoria Ltd. and Chairman
of the Committee on International Movement of Horses for
the International Federation of Horseracing Authorities.
“They’re inherently conservative and risk-averse...To make
change, we can’t just wish it to be so and we can’t just force
it to be so. We have to provide them with comfort that the
decision to facilitate movement is going to be safe, that it
will protect the horse population and that it will be based on
science and not business.”
Efforts are underway and protocols are being developed
for international accords, at least covering “major event”
horse movement. But implementation will require some bigtime relationship with regulators.
Can the “cutting edge” technology of sports television be
of any help to horse racing? Some of the pioneers in television
technology said yes, in presentations on May 7 at the Asian
Racing Conference in Hong Kong.
  “Our philosophy is bringing people closer to the game,
making them feel what it’s like on the field of play,” said
Mr. Gary Burns, Head of Programmes and Production for
FOX Sports Australia.
  Mr. Burns said FOX Sports Australia uses such techniques
as “Cornerpost Cam” in rugby, “ref cam” in soccer and
“FOX Kopter,” a drone-like device that provides mobile and
wireless coverage above sports events, including a recent
introduction into surfing.
“One went into the drink just a couple of months ago.
That wasn’t a great moment,” he admitted. Using video clips,

he demonstrated the technique “is almost like being there”
for the viewer.
Mr. Joerg Heise, from German-based Riedel
Communications, detailed much more expensive and
complicated communications and coverage equipment used
in Formula One racing, the Red Bull Air Race and the 2012
Stratosphere Jump by Felix Baumgartner in New Mexico,
which would have been impossible as a commercial video
presentation without special-purpose systems. He noted
Formula One, without enhanced communications, “is really
boring.” In today’s world of sports fans’ high expectations
and short attention spans, the parallel to racing is obvious.
Mr. Riedel enhances presentation of events through
multiple camera positions, graphics, post-production digital,
second screen views and “point of view” provided by
miniaturized cameras, “bridging the distance from the action
to the audience.”
Harvard Business School Honors Graduate, Mr. Richard
Cheung, who is HKJC’s Executive Director for Customer
and Marketing shared with the delegates the initiative taken
by HKJC  to connect with the customer to address the 25%
turnover drop during a five-year period at the May 7 session.
Mr. Cheung said the HKJC  turnover for the 2000/2001
season was HK$81.5 billion. In the 2005/2006 season, it was
HK$60 billion. “Worse, he said, 75% of its customers were
older than 50. And racing was seen as a matter of betting,
with a complicated, long learning curve.”
After a research involving a customer base of two
million people, the Hong Kong think tank came up with a
segmentation plan that identified seven types of customers
from HKJC  members and horse owners through “young
rookies” looking for lifestyle experiences.
For each of those segments, the Jockey Club developed
strategies around the racecourse experience, digital outreach,
data-driven marketing and outreach to popular culture.
Implementation of that plan has contributed to a striking
recovery in racing turnover despite competition from casinos
in nearby Macau and mushrooming interest in sports betting.
For the current season, Cheung said, the club estimates
racing turnover at around HK$102 billion. However, Cheung
acknowledged that an uptick in the economy also played a
role in the turnaround. But, he said, that is responsible for
only about 20% to 25% of the hike, with most of the rest due
to the new initiatives as reflected in the data he presented.
Much of the push for “young rookies” has come at the intown Happy Valley Racecourse, which is situated amid the
hustle and bustle of urban Hong Kong. The evening meetings
are surrounded by the city’s towering housing high-rises and
the pulsating neon lights of the central city.
Delegates had a chance to soak in the ‘brightly-lit’
atmosphere when they attended the ARF Commemorative
Race at Happy Valley on May 7 evening.
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Much of that vibrancy was under-appreciated until the
new marketing push turned it into a lifestyle choice for
younger Hong Kong people. Now, the grandstand boasts
trendy nighclubs, a beer garden and state-of-the-art, social
media-based data and wagering options. The atmosphere
provides its own spin by encouraging young racetrack
attendees to become part of the marketing process, he
said. “For example, we create photo opportunities at the
racecourse and the fans share their photos through Facebook
and Instagram,” he said. Turnover from “young rookies” at
Happy Valley is up 40%, attendance by more than 80%. Food
and beverage profits are up by even greater percentages.
For more sophisticated patrons, innovations include new
types of wagers -- some of them created through complex
computer algorithms that provide the potential for higher
payoffs than traditional win and place bets. On-track
amenities have been targeted by segment.
 Lionel Ni, professor at the Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology, told the ARC the HKJC’s “big data”
effort of digital data mining for targeted marketing has
almost limitless potential.
Mr. Aki Akitani, from the strategy planning department of
the Japan Racing Association, noted this is the organisation’s
60th birthday and its focus is “back to basics: Customers
have priority. Without their support, we have not come so
far.” Challenges include a shrinking and aging population.
So the goal is to increase the number of racing fans despite
that demographic challenge, and to increase the frequency of
participation by each fan. Targets include growing numbers of
relatively young single women “boys will follow them, which
is a universal phenomenon” and older men and women who
never married. “Regulation also gets in the way of meeting
public demand”, Akitani said. “There is a big demand for
wagering on foreign races, especially where Japanese horses
are running.” Japanese law requires modification to permit
that.
Dr. Seunghgo Ryu, International Racing Manager for
the Korea Racing Authority, in a video presentation, said
the KRA  operates tracks, “the most popular leisure activity
in Korea,” and horse parks, which allow people to become
familiar with the animals. “The horse industry wants to
make Korea smile,” the video proclaimed. The government
grants KRA  monopoly status and, in return, it has control
over operations. A  national gaming commission also sets
rules. Regulation can pose problems. In 2009, online betting
was halted when the government decided it violated thencurrent law. After changes, on-line wagering is back on line.
Competition includes a lottery, sports gaming and casinos
as well as wagering on bicycle racing, power boat races and
bullfighting.
Mr. Bill Nader, HKJC’s Executive Director of Racing,
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said the club takes great pride in presenting World-Class
racing, including five of the IFHA’s World’s Top 50 Group I 
races. He also noted the annual turnover in Hong Kong now
surpasses that of the United State and threatens to blow past
Australia’s.
With horse ownership, he said, comes “great status and
prestige”, including use of four clubhouses, including one in
Beijing. However, he noted the emphasis on the consumer
includes a 83.9% return to bettors. “Public confidence is
imperative,” he said, so the club puts great emphasis on
racing control, regulation of medication and other security.
Mr. Greg Purcell, Chief Executive of New Zealand
Thoroughbred Racing, noted his nation has a track for
each 9,000 residents and that one-third of their jockeys are
female. In New Zealand, there are nearly 160 stallions, with
4,000 foals produced per season and 40% of those foals are
exported.
Delegates from other member jurisdictions of the
25-member Asian Racing Association later contributed stories
of challenges faced and solutions developed in their very
diverse markets, as well as interesting tidbits of information
about racing in their respective regions.    
A  presentation by Selangor Turf Club’s Chairman of
International Racing, YAM Tunku Dato’ Seri Shahabuddin,
representing the Malaysian Turf Clubs, said religious
sensitivities in the Muslim country prevent televising races,
advertising and off-track wagering, driving an estimated
90 percent of wagering to illegal operations. That, in turn,
severely limits the ability of racing operators to support
owners through purses and to develop sponsorships.
Mr. Thomas Li, CEO  of the Macau Jockey Club, noted
cooperation between Macau and Hong Kong has helped
lift Macau into international racing relevance at the same
time as the local casino industry has exploded to the top of
world gaming. Macau, in some races, leaves empty stalls in
the starting gate to ease congestion during starts. A  Hong
Kong-Macau bridge/tunnel due for completion in 2016 and a
new Macau mass transit system are also expected to benefit
racing.
In the afternoon, Bill Barich, lead writer for the HBO 
racetrack-themed series “Luck,” and best-selling author
Don Watson captivated an audience during a session titled,
“Connecting Racing with Popular Culture”.
Mr. Bill Barich told attendees that “racing is a great
democracy” in the way it brings people together from all
walks of life.
The American writer’s first book, Laughing in the Hills,
has become a classic racetrack story. Barich described how he
immersed himself in racing’s subculture as he spent 10 weeks at
an American racetrack, getting to know the characters, hearing
their fascinating stories and making notes for his first book.
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“It’s the notion of a confined universe,” he said. “That’s
what we tried to show with “Luck.” Their lives are absolutely
enmeshed with the horse, with the circumstance of seeing the
same people and having to deal with the same people on a
day-to-day basis.
“When my first book was published people wrote to me,
and at least two-thirds of them wanted to tell me their story
of how they got into racing,” said Barich. “Invariably they
began with ‘I had an uncle, a father—somebody—who took
me to the races as a child,’ and when they’re a child they’re

not interested in the gambling aspect, they’re interested in
the horse. And I really think that’s the thing that has got to be
sold through popular culture. It’s the thing that keeps people
involved.”
Mr. Don Watson spoke about his experiences as a fan of
horseracing and as the owner over the years of around 30
low-grade racehorses.
“The attraction of racing is the horse,” he said. “We
idolise great horses—I  would not like to think how much
of my childhood was spent thinking about Tulloch, the great
Australian horse. I was probably in love with him most of my
childhood.
“You need to own an ordinary horse to know what a
freak a champion racehorse is,” he continued. “What actually
attracts people to racing is a charismatic horse. The face of
racing is always the horse.” He suggested that television
coverage of the race could be enhanced, saying: “Every race
should be about the drama of the race, the drama of the
horse—that seems to be further and further out of our focus.”
Messrs. Chris Luoni and Gerald Fell, co-founders of the

New Zealand Racing Hall of Fame, told how the project was
formulated and the Hall of Fame established, with its first
induction night held in 2006.
The duo highlighted how the induction events share with
a wider audience the fun and folklore of racing’s fascinating
culture through the characters that enliven the sport. They
also told how inductees’ stories, photos, and video footage
of past glories are shared online at www.racinghalloffame.
co.nz, which has become the New Zealand breeding and
racing industry’s online history cache as well as a vital
educational tool.
Mr. Craig Fravel, President and CEO  of
Breeders’ Cup Ltd., kicked off an Asian Racing
Conference seminar on “big events” May 8 in
Hong Kong by taking credit for the idea on a
new racing ‘festival’.
Mr. Craig Fravel said the 30-year-old
Breeders’ Cup World Championships were
there first and, “Imitation is the sincerest form
of flattery ... The interest has only continued to
grow.”
Fravel also told the Hong Kong audience
Breeders’ Cup’s new expanded television
strategy, the “Challenge Series,” will drive
renewed viewer interest by showcasing “the
whole spectrum of races throughout the
United States, right up to the Breeders’ Cup ...
an extraordinary lead-in to the Breeders’ Cup
itself.”
When asked about the site for the Breeders’
Cup World Championships, Fravel noted
Santa Anita has hosted the event for the past two years and
will do so again over the Halloween weekend this year. “The
‘Hollywood’ part of that is a major attraction, not to mention
the weather,” he said. However, the 2015 site has not been
announced.
Mr. Rod Street, Chief Executive of the British Champions
Series, boasted the Qipco British Champion Stakes (England
Group I), which anchors Champions Day in October, is
officially the world’s highest-rated race, benefitting from the
impact of the now-retired Frankel and globetrotting older
horses such as Cirrus Des Aigles. Unlike the social emphasis
of Royal Ascot, he said, the focus of Champions Day “is on
world-class racing and to date, we’re very pleased with the
progress we’ve made ... But, looking at Craig and his 30 years
of operation, we’re relatively newcomers.”
Mr. Brian Kavanagh, chief executive of Horse Racing
Ireland, touted the newly developed, two-day (like the
current Breeders’ Cup) Irish Champions Day set to debut
this September. The Irish event will run at two tracks—
Leopardstown and The Curragh. “There’s politics involved
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in this as well as practicality,” Kavanagh said. He said the
idea is to bring together top year-end races into “a single
weekend that will showcase the industry to the Irish public
and the Irish government ... It’s very clear that a circuit of
international championship meetings is emerging and we
want to be part of that.”
Mr. Martin Talty, Head of International Racing in Dubai,
chimed in, “From an international point of view, the Dubai
World Cup is right at the top.” Dubai’s top night, positioned
at the end of March, also is uniquely situated near the start of
the Northern Hemisphere seasons and the end of the term for
the Southern Hemisphere, adding to its appeal as part of an
international strategy for owners and trainers.
Singapore’s international races have grown racing interest
in that nation from local focus to a world forum, said Simon
Leong, Vice President of the Singapore Turf Club. And, he
said, everything done on the day is targeted for charitable
purposes, building public support.
 Although France was not represented on the panel but
Mr. Louis Romanet, head of the International Federation of
Horseracing Authorities, noted from the floor that the Prix de
l’Arc de Triomphe (France Group I) and its attendant races
remain among the world’s most prestigious, highly rated and
best funded. An increase in the purse for this year’s running
of the Arc to 5 million Euros reinforces that, he said.
Interestingly, when the nine panelists were asked to name
their favorite race outside their jurisdictions, none picked a
Breeders’ Cup race. The Arc got the most votes, with others
supporting the Melbourne Cup, Dubai World Cup and Royal
Ascot.

For the first time, there
was also a session on racing
in mainland China on the
last day of conference. The
topics of discussion covered
aspirations towards horse
racing in China, mission of
the authorities to construct
the required structure and
the importance of governance
towards building a successful
racing model in China.
The accompanying persons
of delegates enjoyed a tour of
Hong Kong, a visit to Ocean
Park, a marine–based theme
park which is also HKJC’s gift
to the people of Hong Kong
and a cultural experience
visiting the Big Buddha and cable car ride at Lantau Island.
HKJC threw a truly dazzling Closing Ceremony on May
8 for all delegates at Shatin. The Closing Ceremony also saw
the handover of the Asian Racing Federation (ARF) flag to
the next host, India. The next meeting of the Asian Racing
Conference will be held in Mumbai, India in January 2016.
The organisation also announced that Mr. Winfried
Englebrecht-Bresges, CEO  of the Hong Kong Jockey Club,
has been named chairman of ARF, succeeding Japan’s
Dr. Koji Sato. Mr. Winfried Engelbrecht-Bresges is also
Vice Chairman of the International Federation of Horseracing
Authorities.
“This has been a tremendous conference with 15 different
sessions, all very important to bring racing to greater
heights,” Dr. Sato said during the closing ceremony. “If any
conclusion can be drawn from this conference, it would be to
identify the means by which we can create greater economic
value and protect the integrity of the sport we love.”
Mr. Winfried Engelbrecht-Bresges acknowledged that
racing faces a number of challenges internationally, but said
he is proud of the leadership role the ARF has taken.

Scan this for video highlights of the
Closing Ceremony of the 35th Asian
Racing Conference.
Video is courtesy of HKJC
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Sisters get aid from Club
Visually impaired Felicia and Andrea among those receiving scholarship

Some of the scholarship recipients and their parents at the award ceremony are
From left, front row: Ting Yin Yin (mother of Khor Zhen Yeung), Loh Chye Hong (mother of Jessica Hon), Jessica Hon Siau Chieh,
Ng Kai Xin, Vivian Chan Yan Meei, Andrea Pui Jia Hui, Felica Pui Jia Yin, Teresa Wong and Leo Pui (parents of Andrea and Felicia),
Chan Pan Wah (father of Vivian Chan) and Tang Mei Wah (mother of Ng Kai Xin). Standing in the back row are
Front left: Khor Zhen Yeung and Penang Turf Club Committee Members Teoh Mei Shean, Saw Lip Khai and John Alexander Rodgers

T

wo sisters who are visually impaired were among
more than 200 well-deserving students who received
more than RM150,000 in financial aid from the
Penang Turf Club Scholarship Award recently.
Felicia Pui Jia Yin, 19, and Andrea Pui Jia Hui, 18, are
pursuing Lower Six at the St George’s Girls’ School, Penang.
Felicia successfully obtained 7As in the Sijil Pelajaran
Malaysia (SPM) whilst Andrea scored straight 8As in the
same examination. Andrea was also awarded the “Anugerah
Khas Pelajar Terbaik SPM” in 2013 by the Chief Minister of
Penang.
The Penang Turf Club Scholarship Award, which is in
its 10th consecutive year, has so far provided more than one
million ringgit in funds to students from Form 4 to Upper 6.
The Penang Turf Club Scholarship Award aims to give
underprivileged students a better future through education.
To date the scheme has helped more than 1,600 upper
secondary students with financial support based on their
academic results as well as the financial background of the
students’ families. Priority has always been given to single
parents as well as students or parents with some form of
disability.

This non-binding scholarship is based on a per year
basis, whereby candidates must re-apply should they need
further assistance. Many recipients have gone on to study at
university level.
Among them is a student who is now in her final year at a
local university, pursuing the discipline of Finance. Another
student had just completed a Bachelor of Pharmacy, also at a
local university.
The Penang Turf Club advertises in the local dailies
yearly to announce its scholarship programmes. Students
are required to
submit application
forms with their
relevant supporting
documents to the
club. A  stringent
selection
process
follows,
whereby
applicants will then
be interviewed and
selected based on a
range of criteria.
Penang Turf Club Committee Member John

Alexander Rodgers with sisters, Andrea Pui
Jia Hui (left) and Felicia Pui Jia Yin
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Vying for
End-of-season
Glory
Rich history of Yang
di-Pertua Negeri Gold
Cup dates back to 1921
Hint galloping to victory in 2012

A

fter 28 years, Penang Turf
Club decided last year to
change the distance of the
Yang di-Pertua Negeri Gold
Cup to 2,000m — a distance
more in line with some of the biggest
races in the world like the Dubai World
Cup, Hong Kong Cup and across the
causeway, the Singapore Airlines
International Cup.
The Yang di-Pertua Negeri Gold
Cup was first run as the Penang Gold
Cup in 1921 when Haud won over “one
mile and distance” at the old racecourse
in Jalan MacAlister.
Due to some inexplicable reasons, it
was not until 1934 that the Gold Cup
was run again, when Star Player was
successful. Knight’s Eye became the first
horse to win the race twice, in 1937 and
1938.
In 1939, the Penang Turf Club moved
to its new “home” in Batu Gantong and

that year’s Gold Cup was won by Royal
Worlington over 11 furlongs (about
2,212m) after which racing was halted
because of World War II.
The Gold Cup series resumed in
1948 when Predominance became the
first post-war winner. The distance was
10 furlongs (about 2,011m) as was the
1969 Gold Cup won by Madasari.

From 1950 to 1952, the distance
was reverted to 11 furlongs. The 1952
winner Col. Whatnot repeated his
success the following year when the
distance was changed yet again to 10
furlongs. The Gold Cup was run over
that distance, and later over 2,000m
when racing went metric, until 1984.
Col. Whatnot’s second consecutive
win in 1953 created history, for it
was the first time a local jockey
had won the Gold Cup. That
honour went to Abdul
Mawi, who two years later
repeated the success on
Zabaglione. Abdul Mawi rode
at a time when the majority of the riders
were expatriates, and that he was able
to hold his own against the best when
winning two Penang Gold Cups spoke
volumes of his riding prowess.
Three Rings (The Phoenix - Vanity
Fair by Fairway) won his first Penang
Gold Cup in 1954 and repeated the
feat two years later. It signaled the
start of the “Doc Rodgers era”.  The
late veterinary surgeon-turned-trainer
also won the Gold Cup in successive
years with Couag (Cagire - Ugas by Buen
Ojo) in 1958, Prince Of Lalita (Prince
Chavalier - Lalita by Owen Tudor) in 1959
and Automation (Pink Flower - Perio by
Historic) in 1960, making it five wins in
the space of seven years.
Three Rings also won the Singapore
Gold Cup thrice in 1954, 1956 and 1957.

Monsili defeats the Malaysian bred Beautiful Choice to win in 2013
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The 2011 winner Tears To Diamonds

Moonbeam, the 1968 Singapore Gold Cup winner, won
the Penang version the following year. There have been
numerous other Singapore Gold Cup winners who also won
in Penang.
However, Ouzo (Oregon - Halloween by War Hawk II),
arguably one of the best horses ever seen on our shores,
never won the Singapore Gold Cup but captured the Gold
Cup in Penang in 1997, prior to the cross-border ban on the
movement of horses. Ouzo went on to win the inaugural
running of the Singapore Airlines International Cup in 2000.
But by far the most successful trainer in the Gold Cup
series is Dato Seri Teh Choon Beng. Crowned champion
trainer of the Malaysia and Singapore circuit 13 times, Teh
won the classic seven times, a record which still stands
despite Teh having retired from training in December 1995.
Teh first made his mark in the Gold Cup in 1974, when
the race was known as the Penang Gold Cup, with Shadowfax
(Crepello - Martial Air) and he followed up in the next season
with Mallane (Pall Mall - Aunt Florrie by Delirium).
After the race was renamed Yang di-Pertua Negeri Gold
Cup in 1976, Teh saddled five more winners, the first being
Aylmer Road (Nashua - Take A Stand by Amerigo) in 1978.
History was created in 1980 when the Teh-trained
Scaramouche II (Selhurst - On Par by Parma) became not only
the first three-year-old to win the Gold Cup, but also the first
of his age to win any classic in the local circuit.
Five years later in 1985, Teh won again with Truth (Brigand
- Onserene by Oncidium) who was ridden by apprentice Ismadi
Ismail. That year, the distance of the Gold Cup was changed
to 2,200m and remained at that for the next 28 years.
A  year earlier, Oo Khuang Liang had become the first
apprentice to win the Gold Cup astride St Gallen (Decies Aminona by Oakville).

Amazingly, St Gallen won the Gold Cup a second
time after a lapse of four years, in 1988, when ridden
by another apprentice Danny Chee. Oo, Ismail and
Chee are the only apprentices to have won the race.
Maree Lyndon made history in 1987 when she
became the first female jockey to win the Gold Cup
on the Teh-trained Turn Around (Sir Tristram - Cypon
by Oncidium). Another Teh’s stable jockey, Kim
Clapperton, emulated the feat in 1993 on Jingle Bell
V (Nassipour - Lady In Waiting by Trictrac) and two
years later scored again on Courtline Jester (Caerleon
- Bottom Line).
In 1994, the Yang di-Pertua Negeri Gold
Cup produced a “first” when Piaget, the French
manufacturer of magnificent timepieces, presented
a gift horse to the winning owners of the Gold Cup.
The gift horse was made possible by the efforts of
Patrice Renaudin, the General Manager of French Breeders
Association and Jean de Chevigny, the Manager of Union
Nationale Interprofessionnelle du Cheval (UNIC). Jean
approached the Chairman of Piaget International, Yves G 
Piaget, after they learned about the Club’s 130th anniversary
celebrations from then Committee Member (Dato) Ong Eng
Khuan, when he attended the Goffs France yearling sales at
Saint-Cloud, Paris, in April that year.
The race with the added incentive was won by Noble
Spirits (Light Spirits – Stylish by Noble Bijou), trained by Mohd
Yusof. Noble Spirits’ win in the Gold Cup, in part, earned him
the Pan Malaysian Pools Horse of the Year title.
(The gift horse, named Imperial Gold II (Funambule - Secret
Foly by Procida), went on to win six races including the S$75,000
Bukit Timah Trophy, a feature race for Class 2 horses over
1,850m. He also finished third in the Queen Elizabeth II Cup
and
Singapore
Derby in 1996 but
his
promising
career was cut
short by an injury
sustained in the
Yang di-Pertua
Negeri Gold Cup
the same year
when he pulled
up lame.)
Following
that, five other
horses who won
the Gold Cup
have gone on to
win the Horse of
the Year title as
Risky Business winning the Gold Cup in
2010 when it was run in Kuala Lumpur
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well: Confidence V (Serheed - Cherie Avion
by Captain’s Wings) in 1996, Centroview
(Centro - Pineview Lass by Tom’s Shu)
in 1999, Ballistic (Legend Wind - Island
Fun by Pago Lago) in 2000, Confluence
in  2001 and Tears To Diamonds in 2011.
A  testimony that this end-of-season
classic never fails to attract the best
horses in the circuit.
In 1999, Malaysia and Singapore
went separate ways and the Gold Cup
was contested exclusively by Malaysian
horses until 2005. It was during this
period that we saw the emergence of
arguably the best mare to grace our
turf: Confluence (Paris Opera - Tristrams
Jewel by Sir Tristram).
The New Zealand mare won the
Gold Cup in 2001 and went on to win
the Piala Emas Sultan Selangor (then
run over 1,600m), the Coronation Cup
twice, Selangor Gold Cup (then 2,000m)
and Sprint Trophy in the following two
years.
In 2004, Confluence earned an invite
to contest the Singapore Airlines
International Cup but unfortunately
broke down during the race, bring her
12-win career to a premature end.
The
resumption
of
crossborder racing in 2005 brought
added excitement to the Gold Cup.
Unfortunately for the locals, it was the

The 2009 winner Raul is the oldest horse to win the Gold Cup

Len Treloar-trained Light Of Success
(Military Plume - Scentessa by Scenic)
who edged out the Penang-based Jeram
Special (Tayasu Tsuyoshi - Playtoss by
Protos) in a photo-finish.
In another blanket finish the
following year, the Laurie Laxontrained Expunge (Gilded Time - Prime
Again by Marooned) denied Light Of
Success, who by then was trained in
Malaysia, a second consecutive victory
in the Gold Cup with a short headvictory.
Trainer Frank Maynard restored
some pride for Malaysia in 2007 when
he sent out New Kuala Dipang (Faltaat
- Herbaceous by Lord Ballina) to victory
and the following year, Kevin Coetzee
capped a championship season by
saddling Professional Man (Royal
Academy - Mi Signora
by Mi Preferido) to the
gelding’s biggest win.
In
2009,
no
Singapore
trained
horse made the trip up
north but the former
Kranji
based
Raul
(Hideyoshi - Whisper To
Me by Beau Sovereign)
created history by
becoming the oldest
horse to win the Gold
Cup at the ripe old age
of ten. Raul joined an
elite band of horses
to have won both
the Singapore Gold

Cup and the Yang di-Pertua Negeri
Gold Cup, having won the Singapore
showpiece in 2004.
For trainer Evert van Breukelen, it
was an unforgettable moment in his
career as he finally achieved what his
late father Eddie had done three times,
with Champion in 1964, Moonbeam in
1969 and Siapa Rajah (Good Brandy Lefty) in 1972.
For the first time in the history of
the Gold Cup, the race was staged away
from Penang in 2010 due to the closure
of the main track at Batu Gantong for
repair and upgrading of the drainage
system.
Steven
Burridge-trained
Risky
Business (Danehill Dancer - Sky Watch
by Star Watch), who had earlier in the
season won the Singapore Gold Cup,
beat the cream of the stayers from
Malaysia to triumph over 2,200m at
Sungei Besi.
When the race returned to Penang
in 2011, trainer Richard Lines capped a
title-winning season when he saddled
Tears To Diamonds (Royal Academy - Tears
Of Argentina by Umatilla) to victory in
the Gold Cup.
Burridge won the Gold Cup for the
second time in 2013 when Hint (Reset Suggestive by Al Hareb) easily accounted
for his Malaysian rivals.
Former Perth
trainer
Shane
Edwards, who joined the trainer’s
rank in Kuala Lumpur last year,
saddled Monsili (Danehill - Mountcat by
Mountain Cat) to victory.
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Yang Di-Pertua Negeri Gold Cup Winners
YEAR

HORSE

OWNER

WGT

DIST.

TIME

JOCKEY

TRAINER

1976

Sentimental
Journey

Dato Amar & Datin
Amar Wee Hood Teck

56.5

2000m

2:12.2

C William

I W Allan

1977

Super Level

Ng’s Stable

51.5

2000m

2:03.4

L Khoo

K Leong

1978

Aylmer Road

Inderapura Stable

53

2000m

2:03.6

B ompton

Teh Choon Beng

1979

Valaisan

Equus Stable

50

2000m

2:03.2

G Podmore

I W Allan

1980

Scaramouche II

Auric Stable

50.5

2000m

2:05.6

C Gwilliam

Teh Choon Beng

1981

Persian Sapphire

Agasam Stable

61

2000m

2:04.0

A K Cheam

G Bougoure

1982

Betsy’s Pet II

A & C Stable

52

2000m

2:02.6

T S Chiam

P Jaafar

1983

Full House II

Virgo Stable

57.5

2200m

2:15.9

A Tweedie

G West

1984

St Gallen

Equus Stable

55.5

2200m

2:12.9

App K L Oo

I W Allan

1985

Truth

Chens’ Stable

54

2200m

2:14.1

App I Ismadi

Teh Choon Beng

1986

Sheikh II

NTT Stable

50

2200m

2:15.3

K C Ow Yang

S H Lee

1987

Turn Around

Auric Stable

48

2200m

2:14.1

M Lyndon

Teh Choon Beng

1988

St Gallen

Equus Stable

54

2200m

2:19.9

App D Chee

I W Allan

1989

Pacific Basin

Gold Stable

53.5

2200m

2:22.1

R Dominguez

Dr K C Yeoh

1990

Classic Account

Easy Stable

51

2200m

2:13.7

M Sng

Y F Lee

1991

Hard Rock

Kuo Stable

48

2200m

2:16.7

M Sng

Dr K C Yeoh

1992

Village Kid

Village Kid Stable

55.5

2200m

2:15.3

T Asogan

H B Lim

1993

Jingle Bell V

Auric Stable

56.5

2200m

2:17.0

K Clapperton

Teh Choon Beng

1994

Noble Spirits

Goh & Goh Stable

55

2200m

2:12.4

S Price

M Yusof

1995

Courtline Jester

Auric Stable

58.5

2200m

2:14.1

K Clapperton

Dr S H Tan

1996

Confidence V

Confidence Stable

57

2200m

2:13.5

L Sofhan

F Nathan

1997

Ouzo

Eres Tu No 2 Stable

49

2200m

2:13.5

S Sam

M P Thwaites

1998

Great Machine

Sungei Besi Stable

50.5

2200m

2:26.7

A John

M Ismail

1999

Centroview

Jonathan Sargent

53.5

2200m

2:13.8

K L Oo

J Sargent

2000

Ballistic

Index Link Stable

51.5

2200m

2:17.9

J Saimee

S B Tan

2001

Confluence

Confidence Stable

51

2200m

2:15.1

O Chavez

F Nathan

2002

Xtherest

BMWW Racing Stable

50.5

2200m

2:16.7

R Woodworth

K Velu

2003

Louis Thirteen

SB Stable

51

2200m

2:13.1

L Sofhan

S B Tan

2004

Baby Star

Han Emperor Stable

50.5

2200m

2:16.7

M Wepner

M Zafir

2005

Light Of Success

Lucky Stable

55

2200m

2:14.5

A Spiteri

L Treloar

2006

Expunge

Mr John D Kilgour

51

2200m

2:12.5

A Spiteri

L Laxon

2007

New Kuala Dipang

Gold Plus Stable

50.5

2200m

2:12.9

S Salee

F Maynard

2008

Professional Man

Golden Knight Stable

50.5

2200m

2:15.5

I Azhar

K Coetzee

2009

Raul

Perfectum Stable

51

2200m

2:15.7

App L Ho

E Breukelen

2010

Risky Business

Results Stable

56.5

2200m

2:16.2

N Callow

S Burridge

2011

Tears To Diamonds

Tivic Stable

50

2200m

2:17.2

J Low

R Lines

2012

Hint

Arexeven Racing Stable

50.5

2200m

2:12.5

J De Souza

S Burridge

2013

Monsili

Millennium Stable

50

2000m

2:01.3

H S Gill

S Edwards
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PENANG GOLD CUP WINNERS
YEAR

HORSE

OWNER

WGT

DIST.

TIME

JOCKEY

TRAINER

1921

Haud

–

54

1609m

1:57.8

R Hobbs

–

1934

Star Player

Mr Graham

51

1609m

1:40.6

D McPherson

R Billett

1935

Short Suit

T H Menzies

52

1609m

2:01.2

F Mayo

J Orchard

1936

Miltondale

A F Bruce

51.5

1609m

2:03.4

F Mayo

J Orchard

1937

Knight’s Eye

Lee Soon Aun

54

1609m

1:50.8

D McPherson

R Billett

1938

Knight’s Eye

Ng Chew Fong

55

1609m

1:53.6

E Donnelly

M Breukelen

1939

Royal Worlington

Mr Cheah

52

2212m

2:24.8

E Donnelly

M Breukelen

1948

Predominance

Teng Yin Fooi

53

2011m

2:12.6

J Donnelly

M Breukelen

1949

Madasari

Prosperous Syndicate

51.5

2011m

2:09.8

D McPherson

K Daniels

1950

Four O’Clock II

Eu Eng Hock

60.5

2212m

2:19.0

H Charles

F E Wadsworth

1951

Treasure Ship

Mesdames P H Chuah
& Clare Chan

49.5

2212m

2:18.0

J Jones

C E Parker

1952

Col. Whatnot

Mr & Mrs
Yeo Hock Seng

55.5

2212m

2:19.2

R Percival

M Breukelen

1953

Col. Whatnot

Mr & Mrs
Yeo Hock Seng

49

2011m

2:05.2

A Mawi

M Breukelen

1954

Three Rings

E J Tan

50

2011m

2:07.2

H McCloud

J R Rodgers

1955

Zabaglione

T H Menzies

54

2011m

2:09.8

A Mawi

M Sullivan

1956

Three Rings

E J Tan

53

2011m

2:17.2

S Geyer

J R Rodgers

1957

Nazakat

Min Stable

54

2011m

2:05.4

K Mitchell

K Daniels

1958

Couag

Newlands Stable

49

2011m

2:06.6

J Forte

J R Rodgers

1959

Prince Of Lalita

Dr Lee Tiang Keng &
C M Hashim

61.5

2011m

2:12.0

A Ward

J R Rodgers

1960

Automation

Chens’ Stable

52

2011m

2:05.6

M Lee

J R Rodgers

1961

Repulse Bay

Giam Stable

51

2011m

2:18.0

K Mitchell

J E Martin

1962

Cash Inn

E L Chan

49.5

2011m

2:05.0

M Lee

Teh Say Leong

1963

Dark Romance II

Winning Stable

52

2011m

2:05.6

J Wilson

M Sullivan

1964

Champion

Veni Vici Stable

55

2011m

2:05.2

A Trevena

ET Breukelen

1965

Malapin

Triangle Stable

49.5

2011m

2:06.8

L Harbridge

RW Breukelen

1966

Parakee

Pengteng Stable

47.5

2011m

2:05.6

R G Kingston

J Donnelly

1967

Top Power

O W Wong

57

2011m

2:06.0

G Bougoure

RW Breukelen

1968

Chai Kian

Chefs’ Stable

54

2011m

2:11.6

D Coleman

C Tulloh

1969

Moonbeam

MML Stable

48.5

2011m

2:07.0

M Lee

ET Breukelen

1970

Datin’s Choice

Dato Amar & Datin
Amar Wee Hood Teck

53.5

2011m

2:22.4

D Coleman

J Spencer

1971

Royal Mark

Chukell Stable

50

2011m

2:04.4

L Harbridge

C Tulloh

1972

Siapa Rajah

Dato Amar & Datin
Amar Wee Hood Teck

49

2011m

2:05.6

D Coleman

ET Breukelen

1973

Firebrand

TBL Stable

55.5

2011m

2:06.2

D Coleman

I W Allan

1974

Shadowfax

Auric Stable

51.5

2011m

2:05.2

M Thomas

Teh Choon Beng

1975

Mallane

Goodman Stable

54

2011m

2:04.8

J Murray

Teh Choon Beng
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Penang

Clean

Sweep

Joe Czarina leads home-based horses
to 1-2-3 finish in Swettenham Stud
Sprint Trophy

L

Proud owners Dato Dr Kenny Ong Kean Lee (left) and
Dato Dr Henry Ooi Kwee Lim leading in Joe Czarina

ast year, Joe Czarina rose rapidly through the ranks
to record his first major win in the RM400,000
Sultan Gold Vase in Ipoh last year.
This year, the Australian gelding has reserved
his best at his home track in Penang where he is
trained by Dr Tan Swee Hock.
Joe Czarina (Falvelon - Czarina by Royal Academy) returned
to the winner’s circle for the first time since his Gold Vase
success to win over 1,400m in Penang on March 9. In his next

outing in Penang, he finished third to Rush in the RM300,000
Anniversary Cup (1,200m) on June 1.
He then enjoyed home ground advantage to register a
gutsy win in the RM500,000 Swettenham Stud Sprint Trophy
(1,400m) on August 17, 2014.
Besides the RM500,000 prizemoney, a special bonus of
RM120,000 to the winning connections was promised by the
Penang Turf Club if there were at least 12 runners. This year’s
race attracted 19 entries and a capacity field of 16 took part.

Jockeys participating in the Sprint Trophy pose for a photo with (from left) Dato Ong Eng Khuan,
Adam Sangster, John Alexander Rodgers and Saw Lip Khai
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Joe Czarina
gets home
ahead of
Balotelli and
Good Baby

Adam Sangster presenting the trophy
to Dato Dr Kenny Ong Kean Lee

Trainer Dr Tan Swee Hock receiving
his trophy from Adam Sangster

The winning owner received RM80,000, the trainer RM20,000,
the jockey RM17,500 and the syce RM2,500.
Ridden by jockey Yan Weng Kuan, Joe Czarina was well
back in the early running, then had to look for a run on the
inside of horses making the turn into the straight.
The promising Balotelli (My Halo - Step We Gaily by Danske),
meanwhile, disputed the early lead and was well clear at the
top of the straight. But he drifted out under pressure and
Joe Czarina made his challenge on his inside at the 200m and
went on to win by three-quarters of a length with Balotelli
fighting back close to home to hold on to second placing.
Good Baby (Hussonet - Secret Haze by Danehill), winner of

Jockey Yan Weng Kuan is all smiles
as he receives his trophy

this race last year, finished strongly on the rails to claim
third placing in a capacity field of 16 runners.
It was the 10th win in 37 starts for Joe Czarina who was
bought for A$85,000 by the Penang Turf Club at the Horses
In Training Sale in Australia.
For jockey Yan, it was his biggest ever win.
After four years without a sponsor, the hard working
Penang Turf Club committee managed to secure a big
name in Swettenham Stud, one of Australia’s premier
establishments. Timely indeed, as the Club celebrates its
150th anniversary this year.
Prior to being purchased by Robert Sangster and Colin
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Hayes in 1995, the land on which the Stud now sits housed a
well-regarded cattle operation belonging to the Sleigh family.
Since then it has been transformed into a beautiful and very
functional stud facility, encompassing facilities for stallions,
mares, foals and yearlings.

Among the stallions currently standing at Swettenham
Stud is the 2010 Melbourne Cup winner Americain.
The stud’s principal, Adam Sangster was on hand to
present the trophies to the winning connections.
Group photo after the prize presentation

Swettenham Stud Sprint Trophy
Set Weights (Ratings 70 & Above) – 1,400m
JOE CZARINA (AUS)

7G

SH Tan

54

WK Yan

1

BALOTELLI (NZ)

4G

HS Lim

50

F Yap

2

GOOD BABY (AUS)

7G

CC Ooi

57

I Azhar

3

RUSH (AUS)

6G

KF Wong

57

J Shankar

4

HARRYS PAL (NZ)

8G

D Miller

52

M Wepner

5

OCEAN FANTASY (AUS)

7G

SB Tan

54

J Low

6

TERADA (AUS)

8G

P Fell

53

L Sofhan

7

CALIFORNIA CAT (AUS)

5G

F Maynard

54

J De Souza

8

BLACK AND WHITE (AUS)

4G

CC Ooi

52.5

S Mutaza

9

AVE THE SNIP (AUS)

6G

D Murphy

52

WT Chung

10

MYSTIC POWER (AUS)

5H

BT Lim

56

HS Gill

11

JACKCORP WIN (AUS)

8G

T Yeoh

51

M Hanif

12

GOOD SIGHT (AUS)

8G

J Brink

53

KC Tham

13

KAWAN STREET (AUS)

7G

N Azman

52

K Eirwan

14

SHAOLIN SOLDIER (AUS)

9G

CC Ooi

52

CC Wong

15

MR RAFFLES (NZ)

9G

F Maynard

56

Y Aify

16
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Going:
Good
Winning Time:
1 min. 22.9 secs.
Margins:
¾ length, head,
1¼ lengths.

Sponsorship of Race

S

wettenham stud encompasses 900 acres of
improved pasture on well drained loamy soil
and is surrounded by some of the premier
properties of the region, including Mitchelton
Winery and Chateau Tahbilk, two vineyards to the
immediate north, and Northwood Park to the south.
Prior to being purchased by Robert Sangster and
Colin Hayes in 1995, the land housed a well-regarded
cattle operation belonging to the Sleigh family. Since
then it has been transformed into a beautiful and very
functional stud facility, encompassing facilities for
stallions, mares, foals and yearlings.
“Swettenham intend to carry on the rich tradition of
the Sangster name. Testimony to the unending link with
superiority, Swettenham Stud prepared and sold in 2008
super sprinter Black Caviar, the highest rated galloper
in the world in 2011/2012, as well as evergreen Zipping,
a multiple Group 1 winner whose three successive
Sandown Classic wins earned the tribute from the
Melbourne Racing Club of a change of race name to the
Zipping Classic.
Swettenham Stud’s quest for glory demands we
constantly look for new and promising stallions to
complement the roster which permanently resides
at Nagambie’s elite complex with frontage on the
meandering Goulburn River.
Our newest stallion the 2010 Melbourne Cup winner,
Americain won over Australian hearts winning the
strongest renewal of the Melbourne Cup ever staged
and won the distinction of being the 2011 champion
stayer on the world rankings. The son of Dynaformer
also boasts 170 stakes winners under his first five dams.
Standing at Swettenham is the proud son of
Redoute’s Choice, Master Of Design. Master Of Design
(Redoute’s Choice – Urge To Merge by Last Tycoon) was
retired after reaching the elite level in the G1 T J Smith
Stakes at Randwick
clocking a slick 1.08.83s.
That time has only been
bettered by the great
Black Caviar in the 2011
edition of the T J Smith.
No entire son of
Redoute’s Choice has
won more than one
Group 1 race and
Master of Design is
the only one to win
in
weight-for-age
company at that level.

Equiano has returned to Swettenham this year for the 2014
season and is holding a high standard with his first southern
hemisphere yearlings selling in the top lots. A colt out of Hidden
Energy sold in the Melbourne Premier Sale for $420,000 which
was not only the top price but also the highest price ever paid
for a yearling by a freshman sire in Victoria. In the northern
hemisphere his two year old prodgeny are making their stand
and winning races.
Equiano twice won the Group 1 King’s Stand Stakes (1000m),
a race with which Australians are well recognised. The son of
Acclamation won as a 3yo and 5yo and his dual feat has been
achieved by only one horse in 75 years. He defeated Takeover
Target in 2008, and will be remembered for his all-the-way battle
and narrow loss to Starspangledbanner in the 2010 July Cup
(1200m). The return to Swettenham of this handsome stallion,
brings with him the Acclamation sire line to these shores, this is
another example of Swettenham’s relentless pursuit of stallions
capable of producing winners of eager clients.
Host, brilliant from 1000m to 1600m, joined the roster in
2008. He won the Group 1 Chilean Guineas by six and a quarter
lengths and etched his name into elite company when he won
the Group 1 Shadwell Mile in North America, defeating the ilk
of Ad Valorem, Three Valleys and Australia’s own Alinghi. As a
stallion he throws more bone, muscles and leg into his foals than
the rest of his sire line.Host’s oldest progeny are making a big
impression with a 65% winners to runners ratio including dual
Group 2 winner Philippi.
Our home bred stallion Kaphero is known for being one of the
country’s most stunning sprinters of his day. With high weights
and fast times Kaphero managed to win 10 races over 1000m and
was made Moonee Valley horse of the year with five wins in one
season. As a sire he is progressing well and has been placed ahead
of all second season stallions based in Victoria. Kaphero has made
it to the Top 10 on the Australian second season winners and wins
premierships.
Swettenham acknowledges that our success goes hand in glove
with success for clients.
We are keen to make
every effort to keep
breeders in the game.
Swettenham has made
a conscious decision to
provide stallions who
are suited to producing
sprinters who can take
advantage of the Super
VOBIS GOLD  bonuses
and earn prize money
early in their racing
careers.”.

Mystic Power (inside rails) holds on to win the Selangor Gold Cup

Casting
his spell
Mystic Power scores second big win
in Selangor Gold Cup

Mystic Power cast his spell on his rivals once again to notch his
second big win in just over three months when he captured
the RM350,000 Selangor Gold Cup at Sungei Besi on April 6,
2014.
In December 2013, the Australian entire completed a
hattrick when he triumphed in the RM1million Malaysian
Magic Millions Classic (1,200m), a restricted race for three
and four-year-olds, in Penang.
Mystic Power (Not A Single Doubt - Tennessee Sunrise
by End Sweep) failed to show up in the Tunku Gold Cup
in February this year but has since redeemed himself with
another hattrick, culminating with his victory in the Selangor
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Trainer Johnny Lim (right)
receiving his trophy from
Selangor Turf Club Chairman
Tan Sri Richard Cham Hak Lim

Tan Sri Richard Cham Hak
Lim presenting the trophy
to jockey Azhar Ismail

Gold Cup despite being the youngest runner (at four years)
in the 14-strong field.
Kept well in touch with the leaders throughout, Mystic
Power shot to the front with some ease in the home stretch but
had to stave off a late charge by the Malaysian bred Beautiful
Choice (Super Istana - Bliss by Serheed) to win by a neck. Feisty
Leo (Blackfriars - Speed School by Royal Academy) was third.
Mystic Power showed promise as a juvenile in Australia
when he was placed four times
in six starts, most notably being
his third in the Group 1 St Albans
Stakes (1,290m) at Moonee Valley.
After two unplaced runs as a
three-year-old, he was dispatched
to Malaysia and trainer Johnny
Lim allowed him plenty of time
to settle before introducing him to
local fans. The Cup was his sixth
win in eight starts.

Turf Event

Real deal in
Derby

Carbon Copy rises to the
occasion to win Perak Derby

Carbon Copy (Volksraad - Mardi Gras by Kaapstad) proved to be the real deal in the
RM500,000 Perak Derby run over 2,400m in Ipoh on April 20, 2014.
Just two months prior, the New Zealand gelding was still racing — and winning
— in Class 3. With the Perak Turf Club opening the Derby to horses rated as low
as 60 this year, Carbon Copy (rating 68) got into the set-weight event with a handy
51kg on his back.
Jai Shankar, who rode the five-year-old in his previous two wins, rode a
superbly-judged race, settling on the rails in midfield before switching Carbon Copy
out at the top of the straight.
Carbon Copy raced up to the frontrunners Miracle Pray, Raffles Knight and
Hello Good Buy at the 200m and raced
away in the closing stages to win by
one and three-quarter lengths. Raffles
Knight (Encosta De Lago - Lady Circles by
Ascot Knight) beat the early pacemaker
Miracle Pray (Bluegrass Cat - Afleet
Miracle by Afleet) to the second spot.
Carbon Copy, sold for NZ$53,000
as a yearling, won once in six starts in
Singapore before moving across the
causeway. In Malaysia he had a win
each for three different trainers before
ending up with Stephen Cook who
won his third race with the gelding in
the Derby.

Trainer Stephen Cook receiving his trophy
from Perak Turf Club Deputy Chairman
Dato Cheah Choon King

Group photo after the prize presentation

Jai Shankar celebrates as he crosses the line on Carbon Copy
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John Alexander Rodgers presenting the trophy to
jockey Peter Ho. On the left is trainer K S Ho

Take a
Leap
Forward
Giant Steps wins first race of
season in Penang Turf Club
Goodwill Cup in Macau

Giant Steps cruises to victory in PNTC Trophy at Taipa

Giant Steps (Footstepsinthesand - Outside Alice by Prego) won his first
race of the 2013/14 season in Macau when he easily won the Penang
Turf Club Goodwill Cup at Taipa Racecourse on May 2, 2014.
His success in the combined Classes 3 & 4 event over 1,350m on
the sand track came on the heels of a third and a second placing in his
previous two runs over the same course and distance.
Giant Steps, ridden by Peter Ho, had to ease off the heels of runners
in front approaching the 400m but overcame that to win by two lengths.
Yue Sing (Purrealist - Satin Bird by Success Express) was second with
My Cup Of Tea (Mr Nancho - Arurite by Rua Rukuka) third of 12 runners.
The Penang Turf Club Goodwill Cup was staged during the Macau
Jockey Club Silver Jubilee Festival on May 2 and 3. Besides several
other reciprocal races, the highlight of the two-day festival was the
running of the Group 1 HK$1 million Macau Guineas (1,500m). A 
special race, the HK$800,000 MJC Silver Jubilee Cup was also staged
on May 3.
Penang Turf Club Committee Member John Alexander Rodgers
presented the trophies to the winning connections. In attendance were
Mrs Rosalind Rodgers and Goh Su Yen, Assistant Club Secretary.

The winning connections pose for a photo with the Penang Turf Club delegation
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Turf Event

Rush to
Victory
Much improved gelding wins Penang
Turf Club 150th Anniversary Cup
Rush has had an up-and-down career,
but it was not until he came under
the charge of trainer Wong Kong Fatt
that he truly blossomed this year,
culminating with his victory in the
RM300,000 Anniversary Cup run over
1,200m in Penang on June 1, 2014.
The Penang Turf Club celebrated
its 150th anniversary this year by
bringing back the Anniversary
Cup which was first run 20 years
ago in conjunction with its 130th
anniversary.
Ridden by champion jockey Jai
Shankar, Rush (Charge Forward Flidais by Timber Country) was last in
the early running but quickly moved
up to the leaders as the field made the
turn at the 600m.
Harrys Pal and
Joe Czarina shared
the lead at the top
of the straight with
Good Baby (Hussonet
- Secret Haze by
Danehill) poised to
pounce. Rush was
closing in. Good
Baby hit the front at
the 250m but Rush
ran him down in
the final 100m to
win by one length
to complete a hattrick. Joe Czarina
(Falvelon - Czarina

by Royal Academy)
finished third.
Rush (late Ace
Amici) began his career in Singapore
with a ‘bang’, winning three of his
first five starts and later finished
second in the Group 3 Magic Millions
Juvenile Championship in 2011. The
Australian gelding managed just one
win the following year.
Early last year, Rush moved
across the causeway and managed to
get back to the winner’s circle in his
fourth start here. He had another win
before he was transferred to Wong
who managed three wins and a third
from his first four runs under the
trainer.

Rush races past Good Baby (partly-hidden)
to win the Anniversary Cup

Dato Seri Teh Choon Beng presenting
the trophy to jockey Jai Shankar

The winning connections pose with Committee Members of Penang Turf Club
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Calm after
the storm

Stormy Bruce breaks the duck in PNTC Trophy at Sungei Besi

Stormy Bruce and Sea World have the race to themselves in the PNTC Trophy at Sungei Besi

After being placed in six consecutive races, Stormy
Bruce (My Lad - April In May by Bellotto) finally broke
the duck when he triumphed in the Penang Turf Club
Trophy at Sungei Besi on June 7, 2014.
With the consistency shown in his earlier races,
the Stephen Cook-trained Australian gelding was
sent out odds-on favourite in the Maiden - 1,300m
handicap.
Ridden by Jai Shankar, Stormy Bruce was kept just
off the pace in the early running before challenging

John Alexander
Rodgers
presenting the
trophy to jockey
Jai Shankar
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Sea World (Spinning World - Five Straight by King Of
Kings) for the lead. The duo drew away from the rest
to fight out the finish, with Stormy Bruce winning by
a neck.
A  long third was Royal Green (Saperavi - Barrier
Rise by Howbaddouwantit).
Penang Turf Club Committee Member John
Alexander Rodgers presented the trophies to the
winning connections. Also in attendance was fellow
Committee Member Saw Lip Khai.

John Alexander Rodgers
receiving a memento
from Selangor Turf Club
Committee Member Dato
Richard Loh Lap Seng

Turf Event

The winning connections leading in Trudeau

Record

riding feat
Noel Callow wins fourth consecutive Piala Emas Sultan Selangor on Trudeau

Australian jockey Noel Callow set a local racing record
by becoming the first jockey to win a feature race for four
consecutive years when successful on Trudeau (Exceed And
Excel - Canadian Legacy by Kris) in the RM500,000 Piala Emas
Sultan Selangor (2,000m) at Sungei Besi on June 8, 2014.
Callow rode Risky Business and Speed Baby to victory in
2011 and 2012 respectively for Singapore trainer Steven
Burridge and was successful last year on the Ipoh-trained
Good Sight.
Despite having never been
tested beyond 1,700m at Kranji,
trainer Bruce Marsh decided to
send the Australian six-year-old up
north. The gamble paid off, thanks
to a superb ride by Callow who
patiently bidded for his time on
Trudeau just behind the pace before
making his challenge.
Trudeau went on to win by one
and a half lengths from Jackcorp
Win (More Than Ready - Be My Bride
by Barathea) with Money Machine
(Testa Rossa - Tristavente by Sir
Tristram) third.
It was a successful reunion for
Callow and Trudeau who actually
started his MRA career in Malaysia,
winning his one and only start at
Sungei Besi in August 2011 with
Callow before the gelding crossed
the border to Singapore where he

has chalked up five wins including the Garden City Trophy
and Group 2 EW Barker Trophy.
Trudeau also won two races in Australia before coming to
the local circuit.
“This is the first time I’ve sent a runner to Malaysia and
we’ve won. This doesn’t get any better,” said Marsh who
watched the race on TV at Kranji.

Noel Callow rises high in the saddle as he crosses the line on Trudeau

The winning connections pose for a group photo

– photos courtesy of Yee Khai Seng/Amy Loh
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Quinella for Penang
Penang horses dominate Malaysia 3YO
Championship Final

Black And White is No. 1 in the Malaysia 3YO Championship Final

Perak Turf Club Committee Member
Ng Eng Tong presenting the trophy
to trainer Ooi Chin Chin

Penang Turf Club General Manager and
Secretary Leow Khin Ming presenting
the trophy to jockey Oscar Chazez

Penang-trained horses dominated
this year’s final of the RM200,000
Malaysia 3YO Championship run
over 1,400m at Sungei Besi on June
14, 2014 with a 1-2 finish.
First-season trainer Ooi Chin
Chin took the honours when Black
And White (Mutawaajid - Dubai Pearl
by Charnwood Forest) defeated the
favourite Balotelli (My Halo - Step
We Gaily by Danske), trained by
Lim Hoon Seng, by half-a-length to
emerge as the top three-year-old in
the country although he did not win
any of the six heats staged earlier to
select the field for the final.
The Australian gelding was
prolific last year when he reeled
off four consecutive wins before
finishing third to the older Feisty
Leo in the RM1 million Malaysian
Magic Millions Classic (for three
and four year olds).
Black And White won a fifth
race early this season before being
spelled and then transferred to Ooi.
Black And White resumed racing
early June with a fourth placing in
a heat of the championship which
served to tune him up nicely for the
final.
Third in the final was Ace
Surprise (Artie Schiller - Lesliemari by
Distorted Humor).

Group photo after the prize presentation
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Turf Event
California Cat clearing away from his rivals to win the Perak Gold Vase

No catching this cat
California Cat proves hard to catch in Perak Gold Vase
Fast-improving sprinter California Cat
(Antonius Pius - Zaiyda by Zabeel) announced
his arrival on the big stage when he overcame
the inside draw to win the RM200,000 Perak
Gold Vase over the 1,100m straight course in
Ipoh on July 27, 2014.
The Australian gelding won three of his
six starts in Restricted Maiden and Class 4
last year but it was only in June this year
that he really began to show his class with
back-to-back wins.
Despite coming off a six-week layoff,
California Cat displayed bright early speed
to cross the field from his No. 1 barrier in the
capacity 16-horse field. (Over the straight
course in Ipoh, races are always fought and

Group photo after the prize presentation

won on the outside of the track).
California Cat was among a line of three
horses vying for the early lead and at the
400m started to surge ahead but still in
danger of being caught by the other runners,
headed by Shaolin Soldier (Exceed And Excel Dynamic Love by Brave Warrior).
It was only in the final 100m that he
cleared away to win by two and a quarter
lengths from Shaolin Soldier. Third was
Black And White (Mutawaajid - Dubai Pearl by
Charnwood Forest).
The Gold Vase victory was the sixth
win in 11 starts for California Cat, who was
originally imported to Singapore but never
raced at Kranji.

Perak Turf Club Committee Member
Velluppillai Williams presenting the
trophy to trainer Frank Maynard

Jockey Jose de Souza receiving his
trophy from Velluppillai Williams
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Dato Dr Henry Ooi Kwee Lim
presenting the trophy to Janet Tan

The winning connections pose for a group photo

Aify
on a

high
Resurgent jockey pilots
Lazaroo to victory in
Perth Racing Trophy

After a dismal season in 2013 when
he rode only six winners, jockey
Yudanyl Aify bounced back in some
style this season.
The 38-year-old landed his
th
19 winner of the season when he
partnered Lazaroo (Bel Esprit - Off
Balance by Veloso) to an easy victory
in the RM35,000 Perth Racing Trophy
in Penang on August 16, 2014. Aify
enjoyed his best season in 2008 when
he rode 23 winners and was on course
to set another personal best this year.
In winning the Class 5 - 1,200m
handicap by two and a quarter
lengths, nine-year-old Lazaroo also
bounced back after a winless 2013 to
register his second win of the season.
He beat the joint favourites High
Peak (Align - Carrie by Danasinga) and

Trainer Jerome Tan receiving his trophy
from Dato Dr Henry Ooi Kwee Lim

Belwins (Bel Esprit - Beauty World by
Danehill Dancer).
Lazaroo won a race in Australia
before coming to Malaysia and
has now picked up six wins in the
country.
Trophies for the Perth Racing
Trophy were presented by Dato Dr
Henry Ooi Kwee Lim, Committee
Member of Penang Turf Club, on
behalf of Perth Racing.

Lazaroo proves too good in Perth Racing Trophy
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Turf Event
Truth Prevails leads After Me home
in the Woodside Park Stud Trophy

Stable

Queue-up

Truth Prevails defeats stablemate
to win Woodside Park Stud Trophy
Veteran trainer Chong Keng Leong’s knack of picking up bargain buys at the sales
and turning them into winners bore fruit once again when Truth Prevails triumphed
in the RM65,000 Woodside Park Stud Trophy in Penang on August 16, 2014.
Chong paid just A$4,500 for him at the Adelaide sales. Truth Prevails (Strada Lavish Latina by Peintre Celebre), after managing two placings in his first four runs,
easily won the Woodside Park Stud Trophy by defeating his stablemate After Me
(Mint Lane - Chile Dancer by Snaadee) who also started favourite in the Restricted
Maiden - 1,100m sprint.
Truth Prevails hugged the rails in the soft going and a big gap opened up for
him on the inside of the first two runners at the home turn which he quickly took
advantage of. After Me was doing good work at the finish but Truth Prevails easily
held on in the end.
Akita (Bernstein - Coquila Rose by Wekiva Springs) was third of six runners.
Mark Rowsthorn, proprietor of Woodside Park Stud, presented the trophies to
the winning connections.
Woodside Park Stud, located at
Tylden, Victoria stands the stallions
Written Tycoon and Foreplay. It also
offers a complete range of services
including pre-training.

Mark Rowsthorn presenting the trophy
to trainer Chong Keng Leong

Apprentice Wong Kam Chong receiving
his trophy from Mark Rowsthorn

Group photo after the prize presentation
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Grand Comeback
Dalmation returns to form after long lapse to win Lyndhurst Stud Trophy

Dalmation scores comeback win in Lyndhurst Stud Trophy
Jeffrey Kruger presenting the
trophy to jockey Azhar Ismail

Penang Turf Club Committee Member
John Alexander Rodgers presenting a
memento to Jeffrey Kruger
Group photo after the prize presentation

After going 18 months with just four placings to show, nineyear-old Dalmation showed that there is plenty of fight in him
yet when he captured the RM35,000 Lyndhurst Stud Trophy
in Penang on August 16, 2014.
After settling second in the back straight, jockey Azhar
Ismail took advantage of the gelding’s light impost to send
Dalmation (Viking Ruler - Tina Temple by Diamond Express)
to the front making the home bend in the Class 5 - 1,700m
handicap.
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That break proved decisive as Dalmation comfortably
held off the challenge of Flash Gordon (Catbird - Kayzarana by
Generous) to win by one and a quarter lengths. Speed Rocket
(Minardi - Robbie’s Choice by Kaapstad) was third.
Dalmation began racing in 2008 and his Lyndhurst Stud
Trophy win was his ninth in 76 starts. The gelding hit a career
high in mid-2012 when he won in Class 3.
Jeffrey Kruger, Stud Manager/Director of Lyndhurst Stud
Farm, presented the trophies to the winning connections.

Turf Event

Trainer Cecil Robert wins first race of season in
Royal Turf Club of Thailand Trophy

General Chamlong Boongrapue presenting
the trophy to trainer Cecil Robert

World Harmony battles to victory in the Royal Turf Club of Thailand Trophy

After more than eight months of trying,
trainer Cecil Robert finally landed his
first win of the season when World
Harmony triumphed in the RM35,000
Royal Turf Club of Thailand Trophy in
Penang on August 16, 2014.
The Penang-based trainer enjoyed

his best seasons in 2000 and 2011 when
he finished third in the table both years
with 39 on each occasion.
Robert still had a respectable haul
of 16 winners in 2012 but last year, he
managed just six wins and this season
has been a struggle for him from day one.

Penang Turf Club President Dato Ong
Eng Khuan presenting a memento to
General Chamlong Boongrapue

World Harmony (Fast ‘N’ Famous Abracadabra by O’Reilly), a rare new
addition to his stable this year, had
shown promise with a second, a third
and a fourth from his first five runs.
In the Royal Turf Club of Thailand
Trophy, World Harmony finally came
right to win by one length from Bale
(Nadeem - Sacred Hill by Langfuhr) with
the favourite Vellfire (Shamardal - Angel
Of The South by Agnes World) finishing
third after setting the pace.
General Chamlong Boongrapue,
General Committee of Royal Turf Club
of Thailand, gave away the trophies to
the winning connections.

The winning connections and visitors pose for a photo after the prize presentation
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Perfect
Present
Good Gift provides
Mutaza first win of
season in Gold Coast
Turf Club Trophy

Group photo after the prize presentation

Good Gift (Hussonet - Barsha by Redoute’s
Choice) provided jockey Muhd Mutaza
Mohamed Salleh with the perfect
present in the RM35,000 Gold Coast
Turf Club Trophy in Penang on August
16, 2014.
For victory in the Class 5 - 1,200m
handicap was the first success of the
season for the rider. Last year was also
a difficult one for the 30-year-old with
just one winner to his name.
Prior to that, however, Mutaza had
been winning his fair share of races
with his best seasons being in 2010 and
2011 when he landed 21 winners each
season.
Despite his recent lack of success,
Mutaza still showed superb judge of
pace, bringing Good Gift with a welltimed run in the home stretch to beat
the favourite Barker Road Kid (Hurricane
Sky - You Are My Destiny by Dauberval)
by two and a quarter lengths.
Third in the reciprocal race was
Distant Glory (Captain Rio - Monsanto by
Kilimanjaro).
Simon Quinn, Director of Gold
Coast Turf Club, gave away the trophies
to the winning connections.

Simon Quinn presenting the trophy
to trainer Wong Kong Fatt

Jockey Mutaza is all smiles as he
receives his trophy from Simon Quinn

Good Gift coasting home to win the Gold Coast Turf Club Trophy
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Turf Event

Feeling
at Home
Cizen Gift wins fourth race in
Penang in Macau Jockey Club
Goodwill Cup

Cizen Gift easily wins Macau Jockey Club Goodwill Cup

Dr Rui Jose da Cunha presenting the
trophy to jockey Eirwan Khalid

The winning connections pose for a photo

Dr Rui Jose da Cunha receiving a
memento from Penang Turf Club
President Dato Ong Eng Khuan

Cizen Gift enjoyed home ground
advantage once again when he
triumphed in the RM60,000 Macau
Jockey Club Goodwill Cup in Penang
on August 16, 2014.
The Australian gelding has
recorded all his four wins to date at
this track, quite fittingly as he was
purchased by the Penang Turf Club as
a yearling and trained by Dr Tan Swee
Hock.
Despite being one of the form
horses in the Class 4 - 1,400m event,
Cizen Gift (Ferocity - Chaumont by
Bletchley Park) started at generous
odds.
Eirwan Khalid, who was partnering
the gelding for the first time, had Cizen
Gift parked in third spot on settling
down before hitting the front in the
straight to win by one and a half
lengths.
Ghost Speedy (Barely A Moment - New
Fibs by Casual Lies), who was a long
way back till the home turn, flashed
home too late to catch the winner.
Third was Prince Islander (Coats Choice
- Satinburn Sally by Helissio).
Dr Rui Jose da Cunha, Director and
Secretary General of Macau Jockey
Club, gave away the trophies to the
winning connections.
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Ng’s Proud Moment
Move to Malaysia pays off for apprentice in Japan Racing Association Trophy

Apprentice Ng Choon Kiat lands his first win on Mogan’s Pride

Penang Turf Club President presenting a
memento to Hiroaki Nishikawa

Trainer Lim Hoon Seng receiving his
trophy from Hiroaki Nishikawa
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After struggling to find his form for
several months, Mogan’s Pride (Gold
Centre - Miss Coppelia by Turbulent
Dancer) struck a bright patch in the
middle of this year to win twice, the
second occasion being the RM60,000
Japan Racing Association Trophy in
Penang on August 17, 2014.
The trophy win proved to be a
momentous occasion for apprentice
Ng Choon Kiat as it was his maiden
success in the saddle. It also vindicated

Group photo after the prize presentation

his decision to move from Singapore to
Malaysia to further his career.
Ng was not making any headway at
Kranji before accepting the invitation
of trainer Lim Hoon Seng to join him
in Penang. After within two months of
obtaining his ‘B’ licence, Ng rode his
first winner and fittingly it was for his
master Lim.
Ng rode a copy-book race on
Mogan’s Pride, bidding for his time in
midfield before challenging for the
lead, eventually winning by threequarters of a length in the Class 4 1,700m handicap.
Happy Melang (Mossman - Nashita by
Spinning World) was second while the
front-running Luck Dragon (Vital Equine
- Porte Bonheur by Centaine) faded to
finish third.
Mogan’s Pride raced twice as a threeyear-old in New Zealand for a win but
did not race at four before ending up in
Malaysia.
Trophies for the Japan Racing
Association Trophy were presented by
Hiroaki Nishikawa, General Manager
of International Department, Japan
Racing Association.

Turf Event
Black Ahead spreadeagles his rivals to win the Dr Lim Ah Soo Memorial Trophy

Black Ahead scores runaway win in
Dr Lim Ah Soo Memorial Trophy

Lim Ah Chuan presenting the
trophy to trainer Jerome Tan

Jockey Harmeet Singh Gill receiving
his trophy from Lim Ah Chuan

The Dr Lim Ah Soo Memorial Trophy was inaugurated 17 years ago in memory of the
late Dr Lim Ah Soo, a Committee Member of Penang Turf Club who had also served
in various other capacities in the equine industry.
And for the third year in a row, the Trophy was won by a Penang-based runner
following the success of Black Ahead (Lonhro - Kissed By A King by Desert King) in
Penang on August 16, 2014.
Black Ahead’s win followed that of Abeyant, trained by Tommy Noordin in 2012,
and Happy Realm, from the stable of Bonny Ng, last year.
Black Ahead, ridden by Harmeet Singh Gill, was simply too good for his rivals in
the Class 5 - 1,200m handicap when he came from just off the pace to win by four and
a quarter lengths.
Cabrera (Falvelon - Caesars by Palace Music), who attempted to lead all the way,
simply had no answer when the winner came charging home but held on for second,
finishing ahead of Casper (Magic Of Money - Give Me Hope by Marooned).
Trophies were presented by Lim Ah Chuan, brother of the late Dr Lim Ah Soo.

Group photo after the prize presentation
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Turf Event
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Salee Saad scores his third win on
Anak Pujut in Mitavite Cup
si
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Jockey Salee Saad receiving his
trophy from Gavin Kenna

Penang Turf Club Committee
Member Dato Dr Chong Keat
Foong presenting a memento
to Gavin Kenna
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Having won twice on Anak Pujut (Real Jester Divine Destiny by Second Empire) earlier in the
year, jockey Salee Saad knew exactly what he had
to do on the gelding in the RM60,000 Mitavite
Cup over 1,100m in Penang on August 17, 2014.
Just like the two wins before, Salee took Anak
Pujut to the front after jumping and set a brisk
pace, holding a three-length break from the rest of
the field headed by Military Attack (Sippin’ Bourbon
- Pour Ma Mere by Blazcay) at the halfway stage.
That advantage proved decisive. For when
Military Attack got going in the final 100m and was
literally ‘flying” at the finish, it was too late. Anak
Pujut held on to win by a short head.
Third in the Cosmo C  set-weight
event was Pied Piper (Dubai Destination
- Petousa by Redoute’s Choice).
Anak Pujut began his career
in Singapore where he picked up
two wins in 2011 before moving to
Malaysia the following year. Trainer
Bonny Ng has now won four races
with the Australian gelding.
The winning trainer also received
from the sponsors Mitavite feed
equivalent to the body weight of
Anak Pujut which was recorded at  
Gavin Kenna, Director and General
Manager of Mitavite Asia Sdn Bhd,
gave away the trophies to the winning
connections.

The winning connections pose for a photo with representatives of
Mitavite Asia Sdn Bhd and Committee Members of Penang Turf Club
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PrideofMalaysia
Local bred Beautiful
Choice chalks up 11th
win in OCK Cup
Malaysian bred Beautiful Choice (Super
Istana - Bliss by Serheed) stretched his
already impressive record when he
captured the inaugural running of the
RM60,000 OCK Cup, a Stakes A  setweight event over 1,600m in Penang on
August 17, 2014.
 Ridden by Jackson Low, the eightyear-old came with a sustained run in the
home stretch to defeat the front-running
Triple One D’Best (Vital Equine - Athenia by Marscay) by a neck.
Third was Wind Of Success (Hurricane Sky - Corporate Success
by Success Express).
Beautiful Choice has been a prolific money-spinner since
making his debut in November 2009 and was named the
Malaysian Bred Champion for four consecutive years since
2010.
The gelding won the Wira Malaysia Cup, the “derby” for
local breds, in 2010 and 2011. With the discontinuation of the
race in 2012, he turned his sight on and promptly won the
Perak Turf Club Charity Cup, traditionally run on the same
weekend as the Wira Malaysia Cup.

Group photo after the prize presentation

Last year, Beautiful Choice won the Japan Bloodhorse
Breeders’ Association Stakes and was a gallant second to
Monsili in the Yang di-Pertua Negeri Gold Cup.
His OCK Cup success brought his career earnings to
RM1,256,000 from 11 wins and 13 placings in 39 starts.
John Alexander
Rodgers, Committee
Member of Penang
Turf Club, presented
the trophies to the
winning connections.

John Alexander Rodgers presenting the
trophy to trainer Wong Kong Fatt

Beautiful Choice storms home to win the OCK Cup
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Jackson Low receiving his trophy
from John Alexander Rodgers

Turf Event

What a
Thriller
Movie Goer scores
narrow win in Oak
Tree Farm Trophy

Movie Goer (outside) gets the better of The Thinker to claim victory

John Alexander Rodgers presenting the
trophy to trainer Evert van Breukelen

Jockey Jose De Souza receiving his
trophy from John Alexander Rodgers

Group photo after the prize presentation

Movie Goer (Country Reel - Flawed Logic by Rory’s Jester) had racegoers on
the edge of their seats when he stormed home to win the RM60,000 Oak
Tree Farm Trophy over 1,100m in Penang on August 17, 2014.
The Thinker (Flying Pegasus (AUS) - All The Way May by Real Jester) took
command in the Cosmo C set-weight race and led by three lengths going
into the home straight. Movie Goer struggled to get close to the leader who
held a one-length advantage at the 200m.
The Australian gelding never looked like winning until close to home.
That was when Brazilian jockey Jose De Souza managed to get his mount
to raise a final effort and it paid off when Movie Goer caught The Thinker
on the line to win by a head. Mogan’s Pet (Towkay - Quadriga by Zabeel)
finished third.
The win was the first by Movie Goer in five starts in Malaysia. Although
the gelding did well in Singapore with seven wins, he struggled to break
out of Class 4 in four seasons at Kranji.
John Alexander Rodgers, Committee Member of Penang Turf Club,
presented the trophies to the winning connections on behalf of Oak Tree
Farm of County Meath, Ireland.
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Bruce & Maureen
Harvey
Thornton Road
RD4
CAMBRIDGE 3434
NEW ZEALAND
Phone: +64 274 971 009
Email: b.harvey@clear.net.nz

Thoroughbred
Agistment and Sales
Preparation Farm

Turf Event

Penang Turf Club Committee Member
John Alexander Rodgers presenting a
memento to Bruce Harvey

D’Creator gets home on the outside to win the Ascot Farm Trophy

SalvagingSomePride
D’Creator provides Coetzee just fourth win of season
in Ascot Farm Trophy
This season was a difficult one for former champion trainer
Kevin Coetzee who lost his biggest patron at the start of the
year and was left with only a handful of horses in his yards.
He struggled to provide the winners as a result.
But one horse, D’Creator, managed to salvage some pride
for the South African when he registered his third win of the
season in the RM55,000 Ascot Farm Trophy over 1,100m in
Penang on August 17, 2014, bringing the tally for Coetzee to
just four for the year.
In the first seven months of this year, jockey
Mohd Yusri managed just one win.
But the jockey and horse pair brought the
Sprint Trophy Meeting to a thrilling conclusion
when they combined to win the Ascot Farm
Trophy.
D’Creator (Stravinsky - Radio Sky by Kreisler)
was last in the early running of the Cosmo C 
- 1,100m sprint and was still second last and a
long way from the leader making the turn into
the straight.
Racing to the 200m, he was still no where to
be seen but soon after he began to pick up speed
and passed the leaders one by one. Slipa Vista
(Success Express - Pixies by Magic Ring) looked

Trainer Kevin Coetzee (right) receiving
his trophy from Bruce Harvey

the winner with 50m to go but D’Creator nailed him on the
line to win by a head.
Yonlai (Holy Roman Emperor - Vive by Thunder Gulch) held
on for third after taking the lead at the top of the straight.
D’Creator won a race in Singapore before moving to Ipoh
to join Coetzee.
Bruce Harvey, proprietor of Ascot Farm, New Zealand,
presented the trophies to the winning connections.

The winning connections pose for a photo
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Maturity Beyond Age
Three-year-old Beyond Wealth beats older horses to win Tattersalls Trophy

Jockey Chin Kok Keong receiving his
trophy from Teoh Mei Shean

Teoh Mei Shean presenting the trophy
to trainer Chong Keng Leong

He might have been
the youngest and
only three-year-old
in the line-up but
Beyond Wealth (Mint
Lane - Wings Of Alice
by Testa Rossa) proved
hard to catch in the
RM60,000 Tattersalls
Trophy for Class 4
horses over 1,400m in
Penang on August 17,
2014.
Purchased by Chong Keng Leong as a yearling, the Australian gelding went
straight to the front from the jump. When Stormy Bruce (My Lad - April In May by
Bellotto) flashed home in the closing stages, Beyond Wealth managed to hold on to
win by a head.
The favourite Nothing To Lose (Fast ‘N’ Famous - Tete A Tete by No Excuse Needed)
was a well-beaten third.
It was just the second career win for apprentice Chin Kok Keong on Beyond
Wealth. After more than 14 months of trying, Chin landed his first win on Top Gun
in Ipoh on June 22.
Teoh Mei Shean, Committee Member of Penang Turf Club, presented the trophies
to the winning connections on behalf of Tattersalls Ltd.

Beyond Wealth (outside) gets
the better of Stormy Bruce to
win the Tattersalls Trophy

Back in Command

Oil Town Captain back in winner’s circle in Doncaster Bloodstock Sales Trophy

Penang Turf Club Committee Member
Saw Lip Khai presenting a memento to
Katie Farnsworth

Group photo after the prize presentation

Oil Town Captain eased the pain of two exasperating seasons when he won the RM35,000
Doncaster Bloodstock Sales Trophy for Class 5 horses over 1,200m in Penang on August
17, 2014.
After getting his career off to a promising start with a second and then a win in
Restricted Maiden in his first two starts in 2011, the New Zealand gelding went through
a heart-breaking season the following year during which he was placed five times,
including finding one to beat in four consecutive races.
It was the same story for Oil Town Captain (Captain Rio - Tarred N’ Gold by Manntari)
last year when he found one to beat four times, including three consecutive races.
Oil Town Captain had been unplaced in 16 races before he lined up for the Doncaster
Bloodstock Sales Trophy. Apprentice Wong
Chin Chuen took advantage of the gelding’s
light impost to lead from the start and the
pair was never headed, winning by one
length from Lucky Money (Soviet Flash - Pink
Melody by Stop The Music). Third was Chinese
Street (E Dubai - Perfect Dancer by Yallah
Native).
Katie Farnsworth, Bloodstock Executive
of Doncaster Bloodstock Sales Ltd, gave away
the trophies to the winning connections.
Thoroughbred auction house Doncaster
Bloodstock Sales Ltd, founded in 1962, is
sponsoring a race in this region for the first
time. Its DBS Breeze Up Sale is the No. 1 sale
for two-year-olds.

Katie Farnsworth presenting
the trophy to owner Janet Tan

Oil Town Captain finishing ahead of Lucky Money
in the Doncaster Bloodstock Sales Trophy
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Members of the Sharon Forrester-Jones Racing Group
pose for a photo after the prize presentation

Family comes first

La Familia shows the way in The Sharon Forrester-Jones Racing Group Trophy
Punters were right on target when the first three favourites
fought out the finish of the RM35,000 The Sharon ForresterJones Racing Group Trophy in Penang on August 17, 2014.
But it was the third elect in the betting, La Familia (Casino
Prince - Rosie’s Sunset by Woodman) who emerged triumphant
in the Class 5 - 1,700m handicap, and became another success
story for Penang Turf Club’s (PNTC) yearling purchase from
overseas sales.
La Familia was picked up by PNTC Committee Member
Dato Seri Teh Choon Beng for A$35,000 as a yearling in Perth.

Sharon Forrester-Jones presenting
the trophy to jockey Jai Shankar
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After being placed thrice in his initial seven outings, La
Familia got off the mark when he came from just off the pace
to beat the favourite Esperanza (State City - Famous Friend by
Marooned) by three-quarters of a length, ridden to perfection
by champion jockey Jai Shankar.
Smarty Eye (Chinese Dragon - Flash by Jetball) hit the front
at the home turn and did well to hold on for third placing.
Sharon Forrester-Jones, a regular visitor at the Sprint
Trophy meeting, was on hand to present the trophies to the
winning connections.

Penang Turf Club Committee Member
Dato Dr Chong Keat Foong presenting
a memento to Sharon Forrester-Jones

La Familia winning with something in hand

Turf Event

Walk of

Fame

Joao Moreira guides Board Walk to
victory in PNTC Trophy at Kranji

Four-time Singapore champion jockey Joao Moreira won
two races on Board Walk (Student Council - Emerald Coast by
Forestry) last year before he left to join the riding ranks in
Hong Kong.

Back in Singapore for a two-week stint in August this
year, Moreira had the opportunity to renew partnership with
the American gelding in the Penang Turf Club Trophy at
Kranji on August 24, 2014. It was a winning reunion for horse
and rider.
The Kranji Stakes C  event over 1,200m was keenly
contested and it was due to the superb horsemanship of
Moreira that got Board Walk home a neck ahead of Sichuan
Ruler (Jet Spur - Elegant Emerald by Unbridled’s Song) after the
latter hit the front at the top of the straight and looked good
for victory.
Strubeli (Elusive City - Impulse by Flying Spur) finished
third.
It was the sixth win in 24 starts for Board Walk who was
passed in at a yearling sale in Kentucky.
Penang Turf Club President Dato Ong Eng Khuan
presented the trophies to the winning connections. In
attendance were Committee Members John Alexander
Rodgers and Saw Lip Khai.

Dato Ong Eng Khuan presenting
the trophy to trainer Patrick Shaw
Board Walk charges home on the outside to claim victory

Jockey Joao Moreira receiving his
trophy from Dato Ong Eng Khuan
Group photo after the prize presentation

– photos courtesy of Singapore Turf Club
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RichgetsRicher
More prizemoney for Dubai World Cup meeting
next year
Godolphin Stable and Saeed bin Suroor,
already the most successful owner and
trainer in the Dubai World Cup which
began in 1996, took their respective
tally to six when African Story (Pivotal
– Blixen by Gone West) won this year’s
running of the US$10 million Dubai
World Cup in the Meydan Racecourse
on March 29, 2014.
While African Story wasn’t the
obvious contender in the 2,000m
contest on the all-weather track, the
12-1 chance was ridden to perfection by
Silvestre de Sousa, wearing down the
front-running Mukhadram (Shamardal
– Magic Tree by Timber Country)
halfway down the straight to win by
two and three-quarter lengths. Third
was another Godolphin runner Cat
O’Mountain (Street Cry – Thunder Kitten
by Storm Cat).

The 2014 Dubai World Cup
Carnival began on January 19, offering
eleven race meetings concluding with
the spectacular Dubai World Cup night
on March 29. The running of the 19th
Dubai World Cup is the most important
event in the international racing
calendar attracted over fifty thousand
visitors from around the world.  It
offered not only a stellar showcase
of sports stars but also a fantastic
selection of experiences from family
fun to gourmet dining and world class
music and pop entertainment.
This glittering event is the richest
day for horseracing on planet earth
offering a total prizemoney of US$27.25
million across the nine-race card. The
Dubai World Cup race day featured
three of the most important contests
in the world. The US$5 million Dubai
Sheema Classic presented by Longines,
the US$5 million Dubai Duty Free race
sponsored by Dubai Duty Free
and the US$10 million World
Cup sponsored by Emirates
Airlines. There were three other
races of US$1 million, two races
of US$2 million and one race at
US$250,000.
Next year, prizemoney for
both the Dubai Duty Free and
the Dubai Sheema Classic will be
increased to US$6 million each.
The breathtaking opening
ceremony and the pyrotechnic
display wowed the crowd started
off UAE’s premier sport and social
calendar.   Jennifer Lopez, one of
the most influential pop artist of
all time was there to bring the
curtain down in high octane post
race concert.  Admission to the
concert was exclusive to Dubai
World Cup Day ticket holders.  
His Highness, Sheikh Mohamed

Dato Ong Eng Khuan posing
in front of the grandstand

bin Rashid al-Maktoum acknowledged
that the World Cup has made Dubai the
premier sport and cultural tourist hub
with a distinct Middle Eastern flavour
to the traditional Sports of Kings.
Meydan Racecourse is itself an
incredible attraction for visitors to
enjoy. The state-of-the art structure
spans 1.5 kilometres and boasts a
spectacular crescent-shaped roof. A 
visit to Meydan Museum and Gallery
reveals the extraordinary story behind
the racetracks as well as the fascinating
history of horse-racing in the UAE.  
The sprawling Meydan complex is also
home to a marina, IMAX cinema and
five-star luxury trackside property, the
Meydan Hotel which offers a racegoer
a chance to relax in complete comfort
after a busy race day to indulge in a
choice of fine dining restaurants or
luxurious spa.
A host of other attractions in Dubai
include the 828m Burj Khalifa, the
world’s tallest building, the Dubai
fountain, a fantastic display of musical
and light show in front of the Burj
Khalifa, a ski resort in the mall of the
Emirates and dune bashing in a desert
safari.
Report by Dato Ong Eng Khuan

Turf Event

Previous one
Promising galloper My Dear Son wins MRA Stakes in Istanbul
The talented My Dear Son ran his four rivals
off their feet to win the MRA  Stakes at the
Istanbul Racecourse on July 23, 2014.
The MRA  Stakes is a reciprocal race run
annually and this year’s race was for threeyear-olds worth 214.200 Turkish lira run over
1,500m on the polytrack.
Bred and owned by Sultan Sokmen, My
Dear Son (Divine Light - Muwajaha by Night
Shift) won by a distance, providing champion
jockey Halis Karatas with an armchair ride. It
was his ninth win in 14 starts.
Karatas is Turkey’s all-time top rider with
more than 5,200 wins to his credit.
The winning trainer Mulayim Anat is
a first-season trainer who has enjoyed an
incredible strike rate of 20 percent.
Second in the MRA Stakes was Shere Khan
(Tale Of The Cat - St Clair Ridge by Indian
Ridge). Es Es Runner (Cuvee - Orindinki by
Mountain Cat) finished third.
Penang Turf Club President Dato Ong Eng
Khuan represented the MRA and gave away
the trophies to the winning connections.

Trainer Mulayim Anat being interviewed
at the prize presentation

(Left to Right) Mulayim Anat, Halis Karatas,
Dato Ong Eng Khuan and Can Necmettin Guven,
Executive Board Member of Jockey Club of Turkey

The winning horse
My Dear Son
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Historic

Double

Taghrooda wins Oaks and King George
VI and Queen Elizabeth Stakes

Girl power: Taghrooda on her way to adding the
King George VI and Queen Elizabeth Stakes to
her Oaks victory

Taghrooda (Sea The Stars – Ezima by Sadler’s Wells) became
the first filly since Pawneese 38 years ago to win both the
Epsom Oaks and King George VI  and Queen Elizabeth
Stakes in the same season by beating the 5-2 favourite
Telescope by three lengths at Ascot on July 26, 2014, and
remained unbeaten in four starts.
The pace for the 1 mile 4 furlongs race was set by
Leitir Mor until the home turn when Mukhadram took
over together with Telescope. The two were locked in
battle, however behind them 7-2 chance Taghrooda had
maneuvered from the back into third and was beginning
to cut them down. With a furlong to go, the fast finishing
Taghrooda sliced through the pair when she extended her
lead at the line.  This race was the case of the older horses
being put in their place and the girl beating the boys in the
£1 million race.  Telescope (Galileo – Velouette by Darshaan)
held on by a short head from the gusty Mukhadram
(Shamardal – Magic Three by Timber Country) in third.
Taghrooda is owned by Sheikh Hamdan al-Maktoum,
trained by John Gosden and ridden by Paul Hanagan.
Sheikh Hamdan declined the safer option to run
Taghrooda in the Irish Oaks held a week before the King
George to take on the males and older horses. “It was a
special performance and I’m very glad Sheikh Hamdan
made the correct decision,” said Gosden.
Report by Dato Ong Eng Khuan
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Turf Event

Third time luck
Quayside wins Penang Trophy in
third appearance at Morphettville
Racecourse

Penang Turf Club Committee Member Dato Seri Teh Choon Beng
speaking at the prize presentation

Quayside winning the Penang Trophy at
Morphettville Racecourse, Adelaide

Penang Turf Club Committee Member John Alexander Rodgers
presenting the trophy to apprentice Regan Bayliss

It was a case of third time lucky at Morphettville Racecourse in
Adelaide for Quayside when she captured the Listed A$80,000
Penang Trophy on September 20, 2014. The Penang Trophy is a
reciprocal race staged in honour of Penang Turf Club.
Quayside (Street Cry - Quays by Royal Academy) is trained
in Melbourne by Peter Moody. She first came to Adelaide and
raced twice at this track last April, finishing fourth in the Group
1 Australasian Oaks (2,000m).
Following a four-month lay-off, Quayside won first-up over
1,400m at Caulfield before returning to Adelaide to contest the
Penang Trophy.
Leading Melbourne trainer Moody entrusted the ride to
Regan Bayliss despite the apprentice not being able to claim
any weight in the non-claiming event.
But Bayliss was certainly up to the task, bringing Quayside
home half a length ahead of another four-year-old mare Held
Hostage (Fastnet Rock - Scribbling by Palace Music). Third was
Road Trippin’ (Charge Forward - Road To Damascus by Flying
Spur).
It was the fourth in 15 starts for Quayside who returned a
race record time of 1min. 48.25secs.
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Hello There!
Some of the distinguished
guests and visitors at the
Penang Turf Club
recently
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Turf Gallery
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Turf Gallery
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Turf Gallery
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Congratulations

to all the Winners

Here are some of the owners with victories
at the Club’s meetings recently

Photos courtesy of Yee Khai Seng/Amy Loh

YOYO
Bonoir Handicap
Class 5 – 1100m
Date
: 8.3.2014
Owner : U & I Stable
Trainer : LN Danis
Jockey : J De Souza

TRIPLE COIN
Schiedam Handicap
Class 5 – 1100m
Date
: 8.3.2014
Owner : Venture Stable
Trainer : B Ng
Jockey :  S Shafrizal

COLOURLAND KID
Prediction II Handicap
Class 5 – 1400m
Date
: 8.3.2014
Owner : Paint Emperor Stable
Trainer : D Miller
Jockey : M Ganeesh
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Winners’ Circle

DELTA WING
Delville Handicap
Class 5 – 1100m
Date
: 9.3.2014
Owner : Griffin Stable
Trainer : S Cook
Jockey : M Wepner

JUST BLESSED
Okay Okay Handicap
Class 4 – 1200m
Date
: 9.3.2014
Owner : Ng Chee Weng
Trainer : SH Tan
Jockey : J Low

EXCELLENT GOAL
Monnickendam Handicap
Class 5 – 1700m
Date
: 30.3.2014
Owner : Kelven’s Stable
Trainer : KF Wong
Jockey : S Sani

GOOD GIFT
Lovers Lane Handicap
Class 5 – 1300m
Date
: 30.3.2014
Owner : Purple Rain Stable
Trainer : KF Wong
Jockey : K Eirwan
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THUNDERING
ANGEL

WIND OF
SUCCESS

Yippy Handicap
Class 4 – 1600m
Date
: 30.3.2014
Owner : K & A Stable
Trainer : D Miller
Jockey : K Eirwan

Native Boy Handicap
Class 4 – 1300m
Date
: 3.5.2014
Owner : Cello Stable
Trainer : SH Tan
Jockey : J Shankar

Subali Handicap
Class 4 – 1300m
Date
: 3.5.2014
Owner : J & J Stable
Trainer : SH Tan
Jockey : J De Souza

EQUALLY
OPTIMISTIC

HALO
INSPIRE

Hi-Octane Handicap
Class 4 – 1700m
Date
: 4.5.2014
Owner : Halo Stable
Trainer : PK Leong
Jockey : M Wepner

RUSH
Penang Turf Club
150th Anniversary Cup
Malaysian Group 3 – 1200m
Date
: 1.6.2014
Owner : Ng Kian Yi
Trainer : KF Wong
Jockey : J Shankar
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Winners’ Circle

COBRADOR

Highland Inn Handicap
Class 4 – 1100m
Date
: 6.7.2014
Owner : Wesley Tong Stable
Trainer : R Lines
Jockey : SU Lim

EVERTRUST

Panglima Larut II Stakes
Restricted Maiden – 1300m
Date
: 6.7.2014
Owner : Evertrust Trio Stable
Trainer : SH Tan
Jockey : KC Tham

SYCE
CRACKER

Powella II Handicap
Class 5 – 1500m
Date
: 6.7.2014
Owner : Lim Chien Cheng
Trainer : D Miller
Jockey : WT Chung

BLACK
VISCOUNT

Sir Knight Handicap
Class 4 – 1400m
Date
: 6.7.2014
Owner : J & J Stable
Trainer : SH Tan
Jockey : CC Wong
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PERHAPS

The Bliss Handicap
Class 5 – 1400m
Date
: 13.7.2014
Owner : Lim Bak Choon
Trainer : HS Lim
Jockey : F Yap

FLYING
GIFT

Mustang II Handicap
Class 5 – 1700m
Date
: 13.7.2015
Owner : Flying Gift Stable
Trainer : HS Lim
Jockey : S Shafrizal

CIZEN GIFT
Major’s Girl Handicap
Class 4 – 1200m
Date
: 13.7.2014
Owner : Han Emperor Stable
Trainer : SH Tan
Jockey : J De Souza

SEA WORLD
Indian Patrol Handicap
Maiden – 1300m
Date
: 13.7.2014
Owner : Richard Lines
Trainer : R Lines
Jockey : J De Souza
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Turf Info

150 Anniversary
th

Commemorative Souvenir Items

Silk Necktie

Designer Batik Silk Scarf

Fine Bone China Mug

Dri-fit T-shirt

Special Edition Postal Stamp

Thermos Flask
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Chronology of Events

Significant milestones in the history of the Malayan Racing Association
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Captain Francis Light

1786

1805

1819

1826

1830
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Francis Light forms the British
Settlement on Penang Island
(Prince of Wales Island) in the
name of English East India
Company.
Penang is raised to the status
of a British Indian Presidency
under the East India Company.

1831

The capital of the Straits
Settlements is transferred from
Penang to Singapore.

1842

Establishment of the Singapore
Turf Club at Farrer Park.

1864

Establishment of the Penang
Turf Club at Jalan Macalister.

Stamford Raffles forms the
British Settlement on the Island
of Singapore.

1867

Penang, Malacca and Singapore
are joined together to form
the Presidency of the Straits
Settlements with its capital in
Penang.

Transfer of control of the Straits
Settlements from India to the
Colonial Office, London. The
opening of the Suez Canal.

1874

The Pangkor Engagement, by
which the British recognize Raja
Abdullah as Sultan of Perak
and impose a British adviser
(Resident) on him. British
adviser (Resident) imposed on
Selangor.

The Presidency of the Straits
Settlements is reduced to a
Residency under the direct
supervision of the East India
Company’s government at
Calcutta.

1886

First Perak Turf Club is
established in Taiping.

1896

Straits Racing Association is
established. Creation of the
Federated Malay States (Negeri
Sembilan, Pahang, Perak and
Selangor). Selangor Turf Club is
established in Ampang.

1921

First Penang Gold Cup.

1924

First Singapore Gold Cup.

1941

December — Japan invades
Malaya and Singapore.

1945

September — British forces land
in Penang and Singapore.
Racing resumes in Penang
Turf Club with Grand Victory
Meeting at Batu Gantong on
September 29.

1946

April — Singapore becomes
a separate crown colony from
Straits Settlements and Malay
States.

er Road

Turf Info

tand at B
The grands

atu Ganton

1957

Birth of the Federation of
Malaya.

1961

Straits Racing Association
becomes Malayan Racing
Association. Racing (Totalisator
Board) Act, Federation of
Malaya — an Act to provide
for the establishment of a
Totalisator Board with the
powers to conduct betting,
equine research and to
establish, maintain and improve
the Malaysian Turf Clubs.

1963

Singapore, British North Borneo
and Sarawak join Malaya to
form the Malaysian Federation.

1965

Singapore separates from
Malaysia to become a Republic.

1993

Selangor Turf Club moves to
new racecourse at Sungei Besi.

g racecours

Race

e in 1939

1996

Thirteen times champion
trainer on the Malaysian
Singapore circuit Teh Choon
Beng created history by
becoming the first trainer to
become a Committee Member
of Penang Turf Club and the
Malayan Racing Association.

day a

t Pen

ang T
urf C

lub

2003

September — Astro Wah Lai Toi
sponsors Penang Sprint Trophy.
Stakes increased to RM1
million. Yang di-Pertua Negeri
Gold Cup stakes is raised to
RM1.35 million.

2005

March — Youth and Sports
Minister Dato Azalina
Othman Said officiates at the
ground breaking ceremony
of the Penang International
Equestrian Centre.

1999

September — Singapore Turf
Club moves to new racecourse
in Kranji. Twilight and night
racing begins.

2000

First running of Singapore
Airlines International Cup.
Yang di-Pertua Negeri Gold
Cup becomes the first millionringgit race in Malaysia.

2009

Stakes for Malaysian Magic
Millions Classic raised to RM1
million, making Penang the
first club to host three millionringgit races.

2002

November — Penang Turf
Club members vote to build a
new ultra-modern racecourse.
Yang di-Pertua Negeri Gold
Cup stakes is raised to RM1.3
million.

2010

Refurbishment of the main
racing track.

2012

The grass training track
had undergone repair and
restoration works.
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Brief
History
of Penang

turf Club

The Penang Turf Club’s racetrack with the
Parade Ring in the foreground in 1980

T

Forbes Scott Brown (1816 - 1874),
third son of David Brown. “The
change in name was brought to our
attention by Claire and Andrew
Johnston of David Brown Family”

Datuk Lim Huck Aik, the longest
serving President of Penang Turf
Club

here has been organised racing
in Penang for 150 years, with
the Penang Turf Club having
been founded in 1864.
But the first ponies from England
started to arrive in Penang (formerly
known as Prince of Wales Island) as
soon as Francis Light hoisted the Union
Jack in 1786 at the Esplanade in honour
of George, Prince of Wales, who later
became King George IV.
An oil painting by William
Daniell in 1818 (a year before the
founding of Singapore) shows the
view of North Beach from the Council
House, depicts clearly four horses on
the beach with their strappers.
However, the Sport of Kings
only took off with the establishment
of the Penang Turf Club. It was natural
that David Brown, a member of the
celebrated Gelugor family, should have
been the first President and that a son

of his, D A M Brown, should at the turn
of the century be Secretary and Clerk of
the Course and in due time President.
The Club received a free land
grant in Macalister Road for its course
of seven furlongs and 81 3/4 yards.
Here the first stands and buildings
of wood and attap were put up in
1869 and small annual meetings were
started. Prizemonies were never more
than $600 for the whole meeting then.
The racecourse became the
venue for recreation for the English
gentlemen and ladies as the sport was
confined exclusively to the Europeans.
Even then, the influence of the East was
prevalent as can be seen in a trophy
laced with Chinese dragons in 1878.
By 1898, Penang was holding two
meetings a year, two days in January
and two in July, known as the Spring
and Autumn races. Prizemoney for the
year totalled $5,950. Race days were
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usually on Wednesdays and Saturdays
and were declared public holidays in
the Straits Settlement of Penang.
Even the funicular hill railway
timetable was scheduled to coincide
with race days. Hence, the late trains
up the hill were on Wednesdays
and Saturdays. This practice was
discontinued only recently.

In 1900, new and substantial
stands were built. These were to serve
the Club for nearly 40 years until the
Club acquired its present 93-hectare
site for $250,000 at Batu Gantong in
1935.
At the three-day January meeting
in 1907, the stakes totalled   $26,000.
There were entries from the Federated
Malay States, Singapore, Burma, the
Netherlands Indies and India.
Membership was then 500.
Locals became involved in racing
by the turn of the century and
among the prominent Penang owners
were Dr P V Locke, Lee Toon Poon,
Chung Thye Siong and his brother
Chung Thye Pin, whose Devilment
won the Singapore Derby in 1905.  
Chung Thye Pin donated a
cast-iron water fountain
to the Club in 1904. This
fountain is now relocated

to the front of the golf clubhouse.
World War I held up the growth
of racing throughout the region and it
had barely had time to get going again
before it was badly affected by the
Depression of the Thirties.
Nevertheless, Penang went ahead
with the purchase and construction
of the new course and stands at Batu
Gantong in a splendid setting. Work
was completed at a cost of $350,000 and
the course was opened on May 27, 1939
by J D Kemp, who was President when
work began in 1936.
The course is nine furlongs and 94
yards. The Club also has a golf course
with seven holes in the centre of the
course proper and 11 holes in adjoining
areas. The three-floor grandstand is
of the most modern design, giving all
seats a clear view of racing. There are
excellent totalisator and other facilities
and an infield indicator board. Racing

can also be viewed from tea pavilions
for members and Ordinary Members.
When World War II  broke out
there were over 100 horses in training
at Penang. Largely due to the efforts of
Ong Huck Lim, a prominent Chancery
lawyer who later became President of
the Club, racing managed to carry on
between 1942 and 1945.
With Lieutenant Colonel
Drake-Brockman, Ong worked on
rehabilitation after the war and they
were later joined by C D D  Hogan, a
former President, in ensuring a return
to pre-war standards. Lee Toon Poon,
for many years a prominent supporter
of the Club, became President and he
was succeeded by Tan Sri Lee Tiang
Keng and Datuk Lim Huck Aik.
Datuk Lim was the longest
serving President, from November 1958
until his retirement in July 1982. He
must be remembered as the person
who is instrumental in turning the
Penang Turf Club from the verge of
bankruptcy (in those early days) to
what it is today.
The end of 1978 marked the
opening of the Grandstand Extension
Building which was built adjacent
to the existing grandstand. The new
grandstand is a commendable piece
of architecture that cost about RM4.5
million and took two years to build.
This extension, which provides seating
for 3,000 and standing room for 2,000,
brought the Club’s capacity to 8,000.
The new building with two tiers
of public gallery and split level rows
of chairs, gives an unobstructed view

of racing. The top floor houses the
VIP  suite, luxuriously finished with
boxed in windows and skylights that
allow for natural lighting of the lounge
behind the viewing boxes. There were
also cafeterias on the first and second
floors.
The year 1980 was a very
busy one for the Club. It marked the
complete installation of a closed-circuit
television system and also a new
computerised tote sell/pay system. In
December that year, the Yang
di-Pertua Negeri Gold Cup Meeting
was transmitted to the Perak Turf Club,
marking the first-ever “live” telecast of
races on the local circuit.
The year 2000 was also a
significant one for the Penang Turf
Club. Firstly, the Club co-hosted the
27th Asian Racing Conference with the
Singapore Turf Club.
The same year, the Club staged
the first million-ringgit race in Malaysia
with the running of the Yang di-Pertua
Negeri Gold Cup.

In 2003, Penang Turf Club
added a second million-ringgit race
to its calendar when prizemoney for
the Sprint Trophy was raised to RM1
million with the sponsorship of Astro
Wah Lai Toi.
In 2009, stakes for the Malaysian
Magic Millions Classic was raised to
RM1 million, making Penang Turf Club
the first to stages three million-ringgit
races in the country.
Refurbishment of the main
racing track commenced on 5 July 2010
and was completed on 31 December
2010. It was re-opened for racing in
March 2011. A total of RM16.5 million
was spent to re-turf and to improve the
drainage system of the race track.
The grass training track had
undergone repair and restoration
works from 1 January 2012. It was reopened for training in May 2012. With
these two upgrading works, Penang
Turf Club’s horse racing and training
tracks are considered to be one of the
best and safest tracks in the region.
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VIP Boxes
Corporate Boxes
Experience the thrills at the races and watch all the action live
in the comforts of a private box

VIP Boxes

Corporate Boxes

Level 3, New Building

Level 2, O.M. Enclosure & Horseshoe Bistro

ON-COURSE RACES
•
•
•
•
•

RM1,200 per day

12 VIP box badges
3 ‘A’ car stickers
3 sets of car entry coupons
Complimentary tea, coffee & snacks during tea time
Complimentary race books

•
•
•
•

RM700 per day

12 VIP box badges
3 ‘A’ car stickers
3 sets of car entry coupons
Complimentary tea, coffee & snacks during tea time

Dress Code
• Gentlemen – Smart casual
• Ladies – Smart casual

•
•
•
•
•

RM950 per day

12 corporate box badges
3 ‘A’ car stickers
3 sets of car entry coupons
Complimentary tea, coffee & snacks during tea time
Complimentary race books

Dress Code:
• Gentlemen – Smart casual
• Ladies – Smart casual

Dress Code
• Gentlemen – Business suit and tie
• Ladies – Dress or pant suit

OFF-COURSE RACES

ON-COURSE RACES

OFF-COURSE RACES
•
•
•
•

RM700 per day

12 corporate box badges
3 ‘A’ car stickers
3 sets of car entry coupons
Complimentary tea, coffee & snacks during tea time

Dress Code:
• Gentlemen – Smart casual
• Ladies – Smart casual

Prices are subject to change | For more information and bookings, please contact Ms Jaime Lim at (604) 238 5228
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TOURIST PACKAGE
The Tourist Package is a specially
designed package for visitors who are
interested to attend the local races. At
RM48 per person, it includes:
•
•
•
•

Admission ticket
RM14 prepaid betting slips
Club postcards and brochures
Complimentary parking

Dress Code
• Gentlemen – Smart casual
• Ladies – Smart casual

The Tourist Package can be prepurchased or purchased on race days
at the main entrance of the club.
Prices are subject to change.

The Horseshoe Bistro
Located at Level 2 of the Club, the Horseshoe Bistro is
a modern contemporary private enclosure exclusively
designed to cater for large groups of tourists who have
purchased the Tourist Package. It is also available as a
function space to hold private parties and corporate events.

The PNTC Museum
Take a trip down memory lane where the Club’s
oldest and fondest are housed
From antique trophies, cups and other valuables to paraphernalia
like badges, admission tickets, race books and racing calendars
dating back to 1912; a wide range of artefacts can be found in the
museum located at the Ground Floor of the Club.
Take the opportunity to browse through the exhibits on on-course
race days and learn more about the history of the club.

Enquiries:
Please contact the following persons at
(604) 238 5288.
Tourist Package
Ms Adeline Goh (Adelle) or
Ms Adeline Khoo
Events at the Horseshoe Bistro
Ms Adeline Goh

The PTC Golf Section
A 18-hole golf course nestled within the grounds of the club
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E

stablished in 1948, the golf course was constructed under the
supervision of Tom Verity, a former professional at the Royal Selangor
Golf Club. The course started with 9 holes in 1966 and later expanded
to 18 holes with 9 holes constructed within the racing tracks, the most
unique feature of the course.

C ourse I nformation
•
•
•
•

18 holes Par 68
Men: 5117 metres, slope rating: 119, course rating: 66.8
Ladies: 4468 metres, slope rating: 118, course rating: 68.1
Turf: Cow grass on fairways and rough Serangoon on greens

O perational H ours
Driving range
Monday – Wednesday (Closed Thursday – Sunday & Public Holidays)
8:30am – 12:00noon, 3:00pm – 7:00pm

Fees & Charges
Green Fees for 18 holes
Weekdays
• Visitors (walk-in)
• Guests of Members

RM95.40 (RM90 + 6% Gov Tax)
RM74.20 (RM70 + 6% Gov Tax)

Weekends & Public Holidays
• Visitors (walk-in)
• Guests of Members

RM180.20 (RM170 + 6% Gov Tax)
RM116.60 (RM110 + 6% Gov Tax)

Other Charges
• Caddy Fees (compulsory)
• Insurance
• Golf Set Rental

RM45.00 (RM40.00 + RM5.00 (caddy fund))
RM  3.00
RM50.00

For more information, please call the Golf Section at (604) 238 8226,
fax (604) 226 6535.
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PNTC
Equestrian
Centre
Your chance to ride in style amidst
nature’s most untainted environment

S

PNTCEC & PEA Registration Fees

trategically located in the heart of Georgetown,
the Penang Turf Club Equestrian Club provides
equestrian facilities for both the leisure and
performance rider. It is a riding school to best
introduce you to the world of dressage, show
jumping and good horsemanship by qualified coaches.
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PNTC Equestrian Club (PNTCEC) Registration*
Adult

		

Child

(Below 18 years of age)

PNTCEC Registration (one-off)

RM106.00

RM  53.00

PNTCEC Annual Fee

RM  53.00

RM  53.00

Total

RM159.00

RM106.00

Penang Equestrian Association (PEA) Membership*
Payment for PEA Membership Registration can be made with
Ms Sharon Kow (Secretary) at 016-693 3716 or
Mr. Charlie See (Treasurer) at 017-477 5222.
Adult

		

Child

(Below 18 years of age)

PEA Registration (one-off)

RM100.00

RM  30.00

PEA Annual Fee

RM100.00

RM  30.00

Total

RM200.00

RM  60.00

Club Facilities

RIDING PACKAGES – wef 1st February 2013
ORIENTATION Level Horse Management Course
(Compulsory)
• 32 hour course inclusive of materials and assessment. A 
Certificate of Attendance will be accorded to participants
who complete the course.  
• With MyKad:  RM424.00 per person (inclusive of 6% Gov
Tax)  inclusive of  registration with Majlis Ekuin Malaysia.
• Without MyKad:  RM524.00 per person (inclusive of 6%
Gov Tax)   inclusive of   registration with Majlis Ekuin
Malaysia.

BEGINNERS Riding Package
• Lessons are tailored to suit a group of 2 or more beginners
or riders wishing to resume riding after a long break.
Each session will last approximately 40 minutes with 2530 minutes of riding lesson.
• With MyKad:  RM498.20 for a package of 8 lessons
(inclusive 6% Gov Tax).
• Without MyKad:  RM592.00 for a package of 8 lessons
(inclusive 6% Gov Tax).

STANDARD Riding Package
The standard package caters to group of 2 or more riders
combined according to the riders’ level of competency and
age.  Riders at this level should be able to ride independently.  
Each session will last approximately 40 minutes with the
riding lesson at 25-30 minutes.
• With MyKad:  RM424.00 for a package of 8 lessons
(inclusive of 6% Gov Tax).
• Without MyKad:  RM524.00 for a package of 8 lessons
(inclusive of 6% Gov Tax).
• Ordinary Member of PNTC: RM254.40 (inclusive of 6%
Gov Tax) for a package of 8 lessons.

ADVANCED Riding Package
The Advanced Riding Package is suitable for competitive
riders who require improvements on their standards and
riding skills OR  individuals/groups wishing to begin their
riding experience specially designed by a Level 2 Coach,
Mr. Johari Lee. Lessons are either in Groups of 2 -4 riders or
on Individual basis. Each session will last approximately 40
minutes.

Group
• With MyKad:  RM594.00 (inclusive of 6% Gov Tax) for a
package of 8 lessons.
• Without MyKad: RM706.00 (inclusive of 6% Gov Tax) for
a package of 8 lessons.

Private Lessons
• With MyKad: RM721.00 (inclusive of 6% Gov Tax) for a
package of 8 lessons.
• Without MyKad:  RM857.00 (inclusive of 6% Gov Tax) for
a package of 8 lessons.

BOOKING SYSTEM
• The club will accept bookings for 8 lesson packages paid in advance according to the availability of slots.
• Bookings can be made in advance to ensure your booking is secured.
• Cancellations –must be made 24hrs prior to your lesson during business hours (7.00 am – 12.00nn, 2.00pm – 6.00pm).
In the event that no cancellations are made, the lesson will be charged accordingly.  The Management reserves the right
to cancel, postpone or re-schedule the bookings made.
• Bookings and payments can be made at the Equestrian office during business hours as mentioned above.

Important Phone Numbers: 04-827 6598 (O), 016-410 0807 (Johari), 012-380 5769 (Edric), 016-626 1972 (Pauline).
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Club Bungalow
at Penang Hill
Retreat from the world to the stunning Penang Hill
and discover a tranquil haven

T

he Penang Turf Club bungalow, warm and inviting,
stands in all of its charm, more than 500 metres above sea
level. Located a mere ten-minute walk from the Viaduct
Funicular Train Station, the club’s bungalow is peacefully
tucked away amidst the very best nature has to offer lush greenery and fresh cool air.
The bungalow embraces a splendour of old-world design; its living
area, dining hall and bedrooms are all seamlessly integrated, allowing
natural light to flow through the entire bungalow, creating a sense of
tranquillity and open space. With a bird’s eye view of Penang island,
its beautifully landscaped garden is adorned with an abundance of
colourful rose bushes in bloom. Definitely a sight to behold!
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Bungalow Amenities
• Fully furnished master bedroom with
King sized bed and en suite equipped
with shower stalls and water heater
• Two other fully furnished bedrooms
with:
–  King sized bed
–  Queen sized and one bunk bed
• Fully equipped common bathroom and
toilet facilities
• Spacious living area complete with
television with satellite channels, DVD 
player and Karaoke machine
• Dining hall which fits a minimum of
eight persons
• A fully equipped kitchen

Additional Comforts
•
•
•
•

Refrigerator
Washing machine
Ironing board and iron
Catering services on request

Recreational Facilities
•
•
•
•
•

Outdoor BBQ
Mahjong set and table
Carrom set and table
Table tennis
Various board games and playing cards

Rental Rates*
		
		
2 Nights Weekend Package

RM400

Check In
2.00pm

Check Out
12.00noon

Friday

Sunday

Saturday

Monday

3 Nights Weekend Package

RM600

Friday

Monday

Weekdays

RM200

Monday - Thursday

Next Day

Friday / Saturday / Sunday

RM250

per night

Eve of Public Holidays

RM250

per night

Public Holidays

RM250

per night

School Holidays

RM250

per night

*Terms & Conditions
1. Available for rental to Penang Turf Club
Ordinary Members (OM) only.
2. Bookings must be made at least 2 weeks in
advance and will only be accepted with full
payment.
3. A security deposit of RM500.00 will be
applicable with each booking. This deposit shall
be used to make good against any property
damages howsoever caused by the member or
his guest(s) during period of stay.
4. A cancellation charge equivalent to a night’s
stay (RM200.00 or RM250.00) shall be
charged for any cancellation made after
booking has been confirmed and/or accepted by
the Club.
5. Please note that all bookings are subject to
availability.
6. Priority will be given to the Club’s functions
and activities

Prices are subject to change | For more information and bookings, please contact Mr Tan Boon Kuan at (604) 238 5105
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From the Archives

A gathering of trainers in Singapore on December 22, 1961
– Yong Thau Ying Champion trainer in 1950, E.T. Van Breukelen 1963,
C.M. Tulloh 1965, 1968, 1969 & 1971, Milton Sullivan, Teh Say Leong 1970,
Mohd Zain, K.R. Daniels 1955, 1959, 1960 & 1961 & Lee Kim Yan
(Centre Background, Left to Right) – Porky Donnelly & J.R. Rodgers 1949, 1957 & 1962

(Left to Right)

Former MRA commentator Jim Chadwick, trainer O M Noordin and
Siti Maheran Ibrahim with two-year-old Aladdin Merican Noordin
(Alen Noordin) during a picnic at Penang Hill in December 1956.

